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DR. THE fDXIEST BOY IN WALL STREET.
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''Sign!" demanded:>Jepson, holding, the penholder toward~ the boy. "Sign, or-" He got no further,
for at that moment a key rattled in the lock, the door was suddenly slammed
open, and Dick Bell. followed by two policemen, entered . the room.
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TfiE. FOX IEST BOY
By A SELF-M ADE MAN.

CHAPTE R I.
WHIOH INTRODUCES THE HERO.

"Mother," cried · Arthur Forbes', a bright, curly-headed

bo~· of fom;teen, dashing into a poorly :l'urnished room

,rl1cre ?IIrs. Forbes sat sewing beside a window overfooking
a forest of tenement roofs in the lower East Side of New
York City, "I've got a situation at last!"
"Have you , Arthur!" exclaimec1 the sad-faced, patientJouking little woman, whose a.ge might have been thirty-five.
" Have you really got•work ?"
"Ycs, mother, J have."
" Heaven be thanked!" she responded, gratdully, tears
~tarting to her eyes, Rtill bea11tifu l in their expressive
111 0 11 rnfulnesR.
"You'll never guesfi wh ere it is. mother. ft's ·a fine
position," said Arthur, his cyrs sparkling with satisfaction.
"You'll have to te1l me about it," said Mrs. Forbes, looking fondly at.her only child , whom she almost worshipped,
for he reminded her constantly of the husband and father
\rhom death had robbed them both of.
"Ifs in Wall Street, mother, what do you think of that?"
cried Arthur, proudly.
" Is it possible.!" in surprise.

" A stock broker's office. rm to be the messenger, and
I begin to-morrow morning."
"Why, how did you manage to get such a nice situation? "
' "We11, you kn ow Dick Bell?"
" Yes. "
"He's been working for Denby, Coke & Co., stock broken;,
for some time. H e heard about this vacancy, ' and put me
on to it thi s morning. 1 went there at once, applied for
the pooition and got it. But I came awful near mi...c;;sing it.
Mr . .Tepson had an applicant ahead of me."
"'\Vho ?" asked ll'frs. Forbes, with a startled look.
" Mr. J epson. Hr '~ m~' new bo~s. "
"Andrew .Jepson : " brea thed thr little woman, laying
one hanii on her heart while her face went white.
"Why, yes ; I believe Anilre\\" i ~ his first name. How
diil. yo11 comr to gnrs~ it ?".
Mrs. F orbes marle no repl y, but sat staring alm ost vac ant!~'· n t lwr. son.
" Wh.v, mother, how funny you look. What's the matter?
Arc you ill ?" 1n a tone of great concern, going up and
putting his arms lovingly a bout her neck.
" No, no ; but don't mind me," she answered, with a deeprlrawn sigh.
" But something is the matter with you, dear," he insisted, kissing her on the ch~k.

PLAYING
"How did it happen that :Mr. J epson gave you the preference over the other boy who had applied for the situation,
too ?"
'"l'hats' the funny part of it. The boy wasn't there,
but ]\fr. Jepson had a letter from a friend of his, recommending the boy."
#
"And yet you got the position?"
" That's what I did."
"I don't unclerstand it," said the little woman, with a
cloud on her face.
"Nor I, mother, for he really did turn me down with
very few words at first."
"At first?"
"Yes. He told me that he already had an applicaiit who
had been recommended for the position. I was getting up
to leave, very much disappointed, when he suddenly asked
me if my name was Forbes. He must have seen my name
inside of my hat, for I remember I held it on my lm.ee in
such a way that he could easily have seen my name if he
had looked that way."
"Well?" said his mother, .breathlessly.
"Of course, I answered 'yes.' Then he asked :father's
name. I told him 'George Forbes.' Ro looked at me in a
strange way and then inquired if he was dead. I said 'yes.'
H e next asked me father's business. I said he had been
cashier of a firm in Exchange Place. ' Cohen, Finkelbaum
& Newburgcr?' he a~ked. I said I did not remember the
name of the finn, as I was..very small when my father died.
H e then wanted to know if my mother WM living, and I
told him that she was. 'Where do you live?' he asked, and
I gave him our address, which be wrote down. Then he
looken at me in a friendly way, said I ·should have the position of messenger in hiR office, and told me to report to
Mr. Blake, the cashie1·, to-morrow morning at nine o'clock.
Wasn't it wonderful how I got the job after all? Mr.
·Jepson must have kn own father, and for th at reason gave
me the preference. It was a lucky thing my name was in
my hat, don't you think so, moth~r ?"
But Mrs. Forbes didn't appear . to have heard his question.
She was thinking, anc1 her thoughts were not altogether
pleasant ones.
"Did father work for Cohen, Finkelbaum & Newburger ?"
" Yes, Arthur," with a catch of her breath.
" Did you ever hear father speak of Mr. Jepson?"
"Your father knew Mr. J epson."
" Then it's all right. That surely accounts for my getting
the position."
Mrs. Forbes took up her work again, bti't her fingers
t rembled, her eyes were moist, and it was clear, even to
her son, that she was much agitated.
"Mother, what's come over you? I thought you'd be
tickled to death when I told you about my good fortune.
Instead of which it seems almost as if the news hurt you.
','.'hat is the trouble ?"
" X-Jthing that you need +worry a.botiil, ietT," slte replied.
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noting his look of disappointment, and drawing his head
down and kissing him tenderly.
"But it does worry me, mother, to see you look unhappy."
"I was thinking about your father, that's all. .Mr. Jepson's name called up recollections of the past that are pain:ful to me."
"Well, just think how much better off you're going to be
after this with five dollars-that's what I'm going to getcoming in every week. You won't need to work nights
now over tha.t poorly paid stuff. We'll be able to pa.y up
the landlord what we ow him, and buy many things that
you need badly. I ten· you, mother, I begin to feel like a
man. I'm going to take care of you after this, see if I
don't."
"You're a dear, goo(! boy, Arthur. I don't know what
I should do without you."
"Of course you don't," answered the boy, gaily. "Thia
is my lucky day. I've not only got a position, a.nd a good
one at that, but I found this."
H e held up a dirty ten-dollar bill.
" Why, where did you find that?" she asked, in surprise.
" I saw it lying in the gutter on Broadway and I picked
it up."
"It will come in very handy," she said, with a smile.
"Well, I should remark. We ought to get something
substantial for dinner to-night, don't you, think? We've
been living on anticipations long enough."
" You might get a small round-steak from the butcher's,
and some groceries that we are in need of."
"Sure! will. Let me have a list of what you want."
The list was made out, and then Arthur Forbes put on
his hat and left the little tliree.room :flat on the top floor
of a crowded tenement building where he and his '.l:n6ther
had been living from hand to mouth for severl!l months.
Things were muoh d.ifferetit with them wheti_Mr. Forb~s
was alive, for he had been a bright, man and drew a good
salary from the firm which employed him.
But that was all of seven years ago, and .Arthur ~ha'd
only an indistinct recollection M the ·good tim'es he had 'in
those days.
1
•.
He remembered that some great trouble had come upon
the~ like a bolt out of a clear sky; that hi.If father was Un.accountably missing; that :finally he was f..old that his
father was dead, and then his mother took him way from
their pleasant surroundings to a poor localify, where they
had less to , eat and no nfoe things to wear a.ny more.
After that they moved about from place to place, each
time to a shabbier locality.
H e had attended different public schools, and bright
and ·studious as he was this changing around had .kept him
back, so that he did not graduate until a few months before
this story opens.
He was a boy who readily made friends, and was very
popular among his associates, but as his mother had inculcated in him very distinct idMs of ri~ht and wr6n~, lt.e
avoided companions whose loose morals mi~ht have led
him a.stray.
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He had only one close f!iend, and that was Dick Bell,
the son of a me<iha.nic, who lived ia the aext tenement.
Dick inished his schoolini" a yea:r before Arthur was
done with the public school, and then was so fortunate.as
to i'et a job as office boy. and messenger in a Wall Street
otlice.
Arthur rather envied his friend his good luck, as he
never expected to get so• good a place himself, though Dick
constantly assured him. that he would let him know of the
first chance he got-wind of.
As we have seen, it was through Dick that Arthur got
the tip that ~fr. Jepson needed a messenger, and now
that he had secured the coveted situation our hero was
as happy as a fly around the bunghole of a molasses barrel.

CHAPTER II.
TREATS ·oF ,THE VISITOR WHO OALLED ON MRS. FORBES.

Arthur went to work for Mr. Jepson next morning, ~nd
he found
duties pleasant and congenial.
· Denby, · Coke & Co. had offices on the floor .directly underneath, consequently he saw much more of Dick Bell than
ever.
They went to b-qsiness and to lunch together, and: returned home together soon after three cl clock.
'
"How do you like it as far as you've got, Art?" asked
Djck, the second morning after his chum had secured em·
ployme:Q.t.
"Fine I" exclaimed .Arthur, enthusiastically.
"Jepson keeps you on the go, doesn't he?"
, "Oh, yes, I had a lot of IDClisages to carry around to
other brokers' offices yesterday, but I rather like the exer·
ci11e."
. '!Y0u'll find it w~aring on shoe leather, and shoes are
high these days."
·
.
"!shan't worry about that. I don't remember ever hear·
ing you kiqk on the subject."
... "What's ~ use of kicking? When it's up to you to
hl1stle you've got to do it, or chuck up the job."
"Why, messengers aren't the only ones who hu.etle in
Wall Street~everybody seems to be on a constant move.
Look at the way the brokers themselves fly around. Every
time you see one on the street you' d think he was trying
to catch a train,"
"That's right," nodded Dick, with a grin.
"And my, what a l!{t o!f mo~ey there's down here!"
"Sure there irlc;>ad.s of it."
'
"It's nice to have plenty of money," said Arthur, wist·
fully, thinking of his mother, who was obliged to sew all
day for a mere pittance. "Ju.st look there, will you?"
pointin~ to a :money broker's windc;>w, where a clerk h1td
ju.st finished laying out for the day a display of foreign
gold and silver coins, bills and other evidences of wealth in
great profusion. "Doesn't that make your eyes water?"
"I wouldn't mind owning some of that stuff mys$lf,"
.
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said Dick, as the two pa.used to feast their eyes on the
fascinating sia-ht. "Look at that little Japanese tray of
Ena-lish sovereiins, every one of them worth "$4.84. Bet
you a nickel you can't guess how much is there."
"I couidn't a-uess, and it wouldn't do me any iOOd if I
could. Look at that bowl of Germ an coin-20-mark pieces.
I 'd be satisfied with the value of those in American money."
"I'd rather have a handful of those £5 Bauk of England
notes. There must be $600 worth there. "
"'Come on. We might look all day and not be a cent
richer. "
"Well, some day I hope we'll have as much or more
money than we saw in that window," said Dick. "I mean
to be a broker one of these days, don't you ?"
" I haven't thought about such a thing yet. There's lots
of time before us yet, Dick. We're only fourteen."
They presently rea.ched the office building where they
were employed, and separated till they should meet again at
noon.
Arthur had been ten days at J epson's, whei:_e his polite
manner and activity gave perfect satisfaction, when Mrs ..
;Forbes had: a visitor.
It was about two in the afternoon that a knock came at
the door, and thinking it might be the landlord, looking
after his arrears, she put down her work and hastily went
to the door and opened it.
•
A well-dressed, prosperous-looking gentleman, who had
peen brought to the neighborhood in a, cab, stood ouisicle.
"You don't seem to ·remember me, Mrs. Forbes," he remarked, with what he meant to be a cheerful smile, at the
same time holding out his gloved hancl and walking into
the room.
The hallway was dark, in spite of the fact that it was at
the top of the house, and the little widow dicl .not recognize
her visitor until the light from the window rested on bis
face, then she started back, with a little cry.
!'Mr. Jepson!"
"Exactly, my dear Mrs. F orbes," replied the well- ·
groomed gentleman. "Aren't you ioing to shake hands ?
We are old friends, I think, and it must be all of seven
years since we lost sight of each other. "
She-timidly extended her hand and he took it and held it.
"I am sorry to find you in such straightened circumstances, Jessie. I may call you that, mayn't I ? I hacl that
riiht onceo before George Forbes won you away from me."
"Mr. Jepson," said Mrs. Forbes, faintly, "I beg you will
not bring up the pas.t. You went out of my life whenwhen--"
"Yes, I know; when the man who became your husband
stepped upon the scene."
A steely flash came into his eyes, but it vanished in a
moment.
"Not so, sir," replied the little widow, with a fl.ash of
spirit, that. Mr. J epson had always admired in her ; " but
when you were obliged to leave town after decei'ving your
employer. By that act you forfeited my respect and--"
"Love, I suppose. You were too hasty in your judg·
ment . You, did not use me fair. Bpt never mind-:t.hA
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past is over ana...done with. You married George Forbes,
"Don't mention it, Mrs. Forbes. If you will pel'lllit me
moved to this city, where I had by that time already es- also to. do s?mething for you-something tha.t will im)?rove
tablished myself in business, and I suppose you were happy your. s1tuation-l shall esteem it as a favor."
until your husband was caught--"
"I do not quite understand you, Mr. Jepson."
"Stop, Mr. Jepson!" cried the little woman, indignantly.
"Mrs. Forbes-Jessie-you cannot help seeing that I
"My husb&nd was not guilty of the crime charged to him, am still interested in you. Although it is sixteen yea.rs
and for which he was wrongfully sent to prison."
since you broke off our en{iagement, I h.a.ve not ceased. tA>
"Well, well, we won't argue the point, Mrs. FO'rbes," re- care for you as I always did. It is still the fondest wish
plied her visitor, soothingly. "You were his wife, and it of my heart to win you for my wife."
is natural you should defend his memory. It is quite right
"That is impossible now, Mr. Jepson," said the little
yon <Should. I am not in a position to judge him· with the woman, coldly. "The past can never be-"
same leniency. I can only go by the evidence brought out
"Don't say never, Jessie," broke in the broker, catching
at the trial, which pointed overwhelmingly against him. A her hand once more.
jury of twelve unbiased citizens brought in a verdict of
"I must," replied Mrs. Forbes, firmly, withdrawing her
guilty, and your husband was sent to Sing Sing for fifteen
hand from his grasp. "If nothing else but loyalty to my
years. He was drowned in the river while making a fruitdeaQ_ husband that woulc1 present between us an impassible
less effort to escape with another convict. It is a painful
barrier."
subject, of course, to you, so iet us dismiss it, and talk
"Why s~ould it? He has been dead at least :five years.
about something pleasanter."
Remember, you have a son whose future it is your duty to
Mr. Jepson rubbed his sleek hands one over the other as
consider. I do not ask that you marry me right away. All
'
t!10ugh washing them with invisible soap 1;1nd water,
I ask now is that you give me hopes that some time-in a
coughed slightly and regarded the little wi{iow with a
year, say-you will consent to become my wife."
·
benevolent eye.
·
"I
cannot."
Mrs. Forbes, however, was very much agitated.
"Think of what I offer you," he persisted. "A luxurious
The rehearsal of the darkest page in her life had visibly
home
and the gratification of every wish. Think of th.at
upset her.
·
compared to your present, almost penniless, situation in
Anc1 then the disquieting thought passed through her
this squalid neighborhood. And your son would share in'
mind'-to what wa\3 she indebted to this visib from one
whom she had discarded as a suitor many years ago. for all the benefits of your altered circumstances. He could
go to college and thus prepare himself for a. superior start
conduct unbecoming an he>nest and un~ight man?
"As I said before," continued the stock broker, seeing in life. Can you deny that this would be of immense adshe remained silent, "I regret to find you in such poor vantage tO him?"
"I do not deny that, Mr. Jepson," she replied, ''but--"
s1.uroundings-surroundings but ill adapted to•one.e>f gentle
"Of
course you don't; how could you ?" he added quickly.
birth like yourself. It must be a sad trial for you to have
"He
is
the apple o±' your eye, and I appeal to your mother
to mingle with a class of people infinitely belm~ you in
love
not
to scorn my proposal before you have weighed all
education and refinement."
th.a
advantages
it will bring your boy."
"The people in this neighborhood may be poor and of
Mr.
Jepson
pressed
his. suit artfully, for he was de~r
low origin, perhaps, but that is their misfortune, not their
mined
to
win
this
woman, if he had to move heaven and
fault," replied the little widow, with a dignity that some'~hat disconcerted Mr. ·Jepson. "At any rate, they seem earth to accomplish. his purpose.
"But his. father's· memory has claims on my heart which
to be honest, and well meaning," she added "and I have no
'
can never be effaced. Besides, Mr. Jepson, I can never
fault to :find with them." I
think
of you as I once did. The love I then had for you is
"Ahem ! Yes, of course, but they are not like the people
1
dead.
It can never be- revived."
you hav,e been used to mingle with, anc1 whose.society would
"You
only imagine so, Jessie. It is. quite a common
be beneficial to your-g.hem !-son. And that reminds me,
occurrence
for widows to marry again. Between us it
anc1 you are probably aware. of the fact, that your Arthur
ought
to
be
a simple matter to join a thread that was
is now in my employ as a messengei:.- He is a bright boy,
broken
in
haste
on vom part, but never severed on mine.
and I am very much pleased with him."
This was a subtile stroke on Mr. J epson's part that was You will think this thing over and. give me yolll"tanswera favorable one, I ho~some day in the near future. May
not without its effect on the fond mother.
"It was kind of you to employ him," said Mrs. Forbes. I rely on this?" he a~kcd, insinuatingly.
"I can offer you no hope. I never intend t.p marry again."
"You will not regret it."
"That is a 1,'ash assertion, Mrs. Forbes," replied Mr.
"It was· entirely for your sake, out of the great. regard
Jepson.
"A young and attractive woman like yourself
I entertain for you, that I gave him the preference over
should
not
sacrifice herself on the altar of a dead memory.
another lad whom I had been asked to take on," replied Mr.
Allow me to ask does your son know that his father was
Jepson, patronizingly.
"Your kindness in that respect is appreciated," she a-ahem-<!onvict ?"
"He does not, and I trust he will never kn.ow," she an.
answq.red.
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filwered, a spasm of pain croasing her f ea.tures. "He only
knows that he is dead."
"That is what I thought," said Mr. Jepson, with a look
of satisfaction. "It would be very sad if somebody who
recalled all the circumstances of your husband's trial and
conviction was to lay the lamentable story before him."
"What do you mean?" asked the little woma.ll, in a
startled tone. "Areo not those terrible facts buried in the
past? My husband is dead and forgotten by all save the
wife and son, whose duty it is to revere his memory. Who,
then, is there to tell my boy what I have carefully concealed from him all these years?"
"Who, Mrs. Forbes?" asked Mr. Jepson, with a snaky
smile.
: Soi:µethillg about her visitor's manner inspired her with
·a new-born terror.
· "Surely you would not be so cruel, Mr. Jepson,'' she
cried, clasping her hands.
· "I should hope not, Mrs. Forbes, I sllould hope not; but
'it depends altogether on yourself."
-· "On me!' I dO' not understand you."
°''Then.lilt me make my meaning clear,"' he said, advancing and looking her in the face with an expression that
gave her a shudder of appreb,ension. "Years ago I had
hope<l fu mtke rou my wife. That hope was frustrated by
George Forbes. I did not cease to love you because you
were another man's wife. There is always a. chance in thi:s
world that the cards will come your way. Well, George
Forbes ia qead. and the :field is once.more.open to me. I
am a man who, once resolved upon a purpose, never draws
back. I hope you understand me. I ha.ve- determined to
make you my wife, a.nd I mean to do so.. I have no wish
to force you to decide this matter against your will if by
any possibility an easier course will prevail. I will give
jo'll: a year to know me better a.nd to make up your mind.
in ·the meantime. y<;rur son will remain in my office, and
wiU he- afforded every chance to get ii.head. If by any possi:hili ty he g}}ould learn the true facts about. his father dur1iig this twelve•month it will not be through me, I promise
yoll: that. But in one year I shall expect an affirmative
answer to niy suit CT;r the boy shall know the full facts: I
'think I need say no more now, trusting that for your son's
. sake at lewil you will take a sensible view of the situation.
Should you concludeeto give me an earlier answer, a note,
through your son, will, of' course, reach µie. Good afternoon, Mrs. Forbes."
Thus speaking, Mr. Jepson bowed himself out of the
room, leaving the little widow in a state. bordering· on collapse.

WIN.

Andrew Jepson did a large business, not only :for the
general public, but for a great many of° the curb brokers
as, well as :for some of the big moneyed men who speculated
on the market.
As. the months sped by the boy's strict attention to business 'was noted by his employer, who, ere long, raised his
salary to $7, and at Christmas presented him with $25,
much to the lad's delight, who immediately turned it over
to his mother, thinking how pleased she would be to receive it.
But Mrs. :B'orbes, as the reader will understand, was
not made happy by this liberality on · Mr. Jepson's part,
for she felt it was but part of his plan to propitiate her,
and win her reluctant consent to a marriage that was more
than ever distasteful to her.
She was careful to allow no hint o:f her dilemma to reach
her son.
Not fol' worlds would she have him know what his employer's object really was.
She- listened to his constant references to Mr. Jepson's
kindness, and what an excellent boss he.had, with a smile,
while her heart grew heavier a~ time slipped away and her
year of probation, so to speak, drew to an end.
Mr. Jepson 's silence, and the fact that he studiously kept
away from her, was more om:i,nous to her than if he had
pestered her with attention .
.She was thoroughly•afraid of him, for she recognized his
will was far stronger than her own, and that when the
time came he would be a relentless dictator.
Accident, howeYer, befriended her at the eleventh hour.
One day a letter was delivered by the postman to Mrs.
Forbes.
· It was in 1\fr. Jepson's handwriting, and was brief and
to the point.
He reminded her of the fact that the year was up and
tha.t in two <lays he would call for her answer, which, he
said, he trusted would lie favorable.
The little widow's feeliugs may be better imagined than
described.
The i sue was at hand and Rhe> must. meet it.
The crisis, however, was averted for the time being at
least .
Next day, when Arthur came home after office hours, he
brought the news that Mr. Jepson had met with a severe
accident in his automobile, and that it was reported he
would be confined to his house for some time.
This proved to be true/and Mrs. Forbes breathed a sigh
of relief.
Three months passed awa_y, and then tli.e doctor ordered
the broker to the. south of Europe for his health.
· No one could say how long.Ji.e would be away.
CHAPTER III.
As a matter of fact, nine months elapsed before Mr.
A BOOM IN M. & N.
Jepson stepped ashore in New York again, thoroughly reestablished in his health.
Arthur lforbes took to the strenuous life of Wall Street
During th El' interval, things went on as usual in the Wall
like a duck to water.
Street office, under the cashier's management, and Arthur
TJrn financial district developed fascinations for him Forbes grew daily wiser in the routine of the Street.
au.ch as he had never dreamed of.
Long before thi~ h~ had come to share in Dick Bell's
~
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ambition to become 1tome day a broker him.self, ~d . to that dealings with certain people, and l'w. aioi»a to steer cle&J"
end he and his chum both ~tudied the methods of the of them when I can."
Stock Exchange and made many little ventures on their
"Well, you know best. I'm goin~ to risk them, just the
own accouii.t.s in the " bucket-shops," which turned out al- same. If they can be11,t me on a SUfe tip like this of M. &
most 'Uniformly successful:
N. they're welcome to my money."
"How muoh dough have you got now?" asked Dick, one
"One would think you'd lots of money the w~y you talk,''
day, after they had cleared up about $80 apiece in a specu- grinned Arthur. .
·
lation on a risin¥ market.
"No; but I've lots of nerve, don't you forget it."
"How much? I've got $360 in the Seaman's Ba.nk," reThe boys went to the bank where they kept their small
plied Arthur, with a smile of satisfaction.
business capital, as they called it, and Arthur drew $320,
" And I've got $240. That's $600 you and I have ma~e which he took around to Parsons & Trip's, in Broad Street,
outside our wages in the last year by the exercise of our ancl put it up on margin for the purchase of 100 shares of
gray matter. Not so bad, is it?"
· M. & N. at 32.
"We've done pretty well, I gue~"
Two days after the stock was selling at 33 3-8, and Ar"Told your mother about it?"
thur and Dick shook hands when they met t.o go to lunch.
"Not yet. I want to surprise her one of these days with
" We are the people, bet your life I" said Dick, with a
a boodle."
'
satisfied grin.
~
•
'' Well, i£ luck continues to run your way you'll do it all
" It looks that way, doesn't it?"
right."
"By the way, Art, when do you expect you~ boss back
"It isn't altogether luck, is it? We!ve been working these from Europe?
He's been away some time, ha~n't he?"
little speculations on .business principles. We've studied
"Mr. Blake got a letter from him this morning in which
the market, figured out our chance, and done oothing hap- Mr. Jepson said he would return in the ·st. P a.u l of th e
hazard. While luck certainly plays a part in most all Wall American line. She ieaves Southampton
the da_v after toStreet ven.tures, it is not everything by a long chalk. Some morrow. He's
been away just nfoe monthii, and it's exactly
of these wealthy operators 'Yould have gone to the wall a year since
he was in Wall Street ."
long ago if they depended merely on luck."
. " That was a pretty serious accicl~mt h e had, wasn't it?
"That's right/' admitted Dick. "I've been a year longer
Came near doing him up for keeps."
in the Street than you, Art, but I'm beginning to think
" I should Bay it did. · He's all right no_w, and rm glad
you've got a foxier head on your shoulders than I. At any
he's coming back.''
rate, you've made $120 more than .I have, and the proof of
If Arthur had only known a few things he wouldn't n ave
the pudding is in the eatina-."
been quite so glad.
" I'm thinking of putting my profits into 100 shares <>f
But then he didn't know the re!l-1 Andrew Jepson ; neither
:\f. & N. at 32."
did M~s. Forbes, for that matter, though she thought she
" Are you? Why M. & N. ?"
did.
" I heard Broker Smith tell one of his custo.mers yesterWhen .Arthur, with a smile on his face, told her that
day that it was a good a.tock to go the limit on if he went
night
at supper that Mr. Jepson would be in ; New York
in at once."
in
ten
days, the news gave her quite a shock.
~
,
".On what ground?"
"He told him a combination had been formed to boom . About the middle of the following week matters began to
get lively around the M . & N. corner ' in the 'J!t~~hange. .
the stock."
The stock had been going up 'Steadily, but with smajl
" You heard him say that?"
advances,
which didn't seem to catch the a~ntion of the
"Yes."
brokers
generally.
" You were lucky. I don't see how you managed to
Now, howeyer, the trader.s began to realize that there was
catch on."
a
genuine
boom on in M. & N., and there was a rush tu
" I carried a note over to Smith's yesterday and was
waiting for an answer, when Smith came out of his private buy the stock, with . the result that before the Exchange
office with the party. They were talking about the ·stock, closed that day the stock advanced from 40 7-8 to 51.
Next day there was more excitement over M. & N.
and stopped c}gse to me without taking . any notice of me.
It opened at 52 3-8 and by noon was going lively at 57.
That's how I overheard the conversation. I tell you, I'm
Both of the boys, of course, kept tab on the stock in
pretty foxy, Dick."
" I call that a first-class tip," sitid Dick, enth-qsiastically. which they were interested, and when they met at lunch" I'm going to get my dust and take it up to Presby & Co. hour they fairly hugged each other in the hall.
"Say, this is where we become multi-millionaires!" cried
right away. Of CQurse, you're with me.''
Dick,
grinning all over his face.
" No bucket-shop this trip, thank you. I'm going to
invest with Parsoi;is & 'l'rip."
"Hardly that,'' replied Arthur, more coolly. ".At the
"\\That's the matter with Presby's? We've done very well present outlook I'm just $2,500 to the good, and all on an
with them so far."
.,.
investment of $320."
" [ know it; but I've heard some ugly stories about their
" I've only got 50 shares, so you're twice as well off a& I;
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but, all the same, $1,250 looks like an awful ·lot of money

to me, for I never owned more than $250 at one time in
my life, and that was about a week ago."
"Well1 I'm beginning to think it's about time we sold
out," suggested Arthur.
"What for? The boom has only been on since yesterday
morning."
'
"That makes no difference. It's liable to peter out so
quick that it will make your head swim."
"Don't you believe it," replied Dick, nodding his heaci
sagely.
·
"But I do believe it. I wa.nt to get out froni under
before the cra§h comes."
"It won't come this week," asserted. Dick, positively.
"How can you tell that?"
"Oh, that' s my idea."
•
"Well, it isn't mine. I'm going to sell out to-day."
"You're' a chump. M. & N. is going to 80."
"To what?"
"Eighty."
"All right, let it go. I think it's getting top heavy now."
"What makes you think so?"
"Because it's 'way above it's normal value now. I've
been looking up the record of the stock for two years back.''
"Why didn't you tell me that?" replied Dick, beginning
to waver.
"Ain't I telling you now? Take my advice and sell out
this afternoon before the,, Exchange closes."
"I hate to draw out of a good thing."
"The good thing i.s liable to get awl\.y from you when
you least expect it. A bird in the hand is worth two in
the bush, that's the way I look at it. As soon as M. & N.
hits 60-I'm going to chance it to that point-sell is the
word. YOU" can do a.s yo:u please, but if you get left don't
say I didn't warn you."
'
·
., pick didp't say anything.
) Clear)y, ~t was like drawing teeth for him to part with
his fifty shaJt'eS of a stock that was going up a whole point
a time.
It had jumped nearly 20 points in a day and a half, why
·wouldn't it g<l up 20 more ip. two more days, thus giving
him a clear· profit of nearly $50 a sluµ· e ?
Still, after his conversation with his chum, he was afraid
to oha:nee it.
He had come to regard Arthur as a pretty foxy young
operator.
He had made money before by following his · friend's
advice.
Well, he would think it over.
At two o'clock M. & N. reached 60, and A'..rthur, who
had kept a constant eye on it, telephoned to his brokers fo
sell.
Dick held on till 2.30 p. m., _when it had reached 62,
then he asked for a few minutes' leave of absence and ran
over to Presby & Co. and cashed in, as he called it.
Ten ininutes later M. & N. went to pieces before the
bears, and a small _panic took place on the Exch~e.

at

CHAPTER lV.
A TIP THAT WORKED THE WRONG W.A.Y.

"Did you sell?" were the first words with which Arthm
greeted Pick, when they met to go horn~, half an hour later.,
"Bet your life J did," replied his chum, beamingly.
"Glad you took my advice now, aren't you?"
"That's wha.t I am. Yott'r~ !l-11 to the good, A,rt, You,'re
the foxiest rooster in th() Street."
•
•
" Thanks for the compliment. I always try to get in
out of the rain."
"It isn't every onethat can tell when it's going.to rain."
"I'm weather-wise," g~inned Arthur.
" I 'll bet you are. I 've made $1,500 off that tip of yours.
Let me blow you to a hOt soda."
" I'm you;r huckleberry. I've cleared $2,800."
"I wish somebody would hand me out another tip. I
want to add another nought to my pile, and make it
$15,000."
"Gee whfa ! You aren't greedy for a cent, are you ?
Well, it's your turn to get a tip. I've done my duty by
you."
..
" That's what you have. Shake."
They shook and turned into a big drug store to get the
sodas.
N ~xt qay Mr. Jepson came down to the office, looking
finer than silk. .
The .p.ews of his return got abroa;d and he was forced to
hold a regular levee in his office.
Broker~ came in every few minutes to see him, and con·
gratulate him upon his return to the ~treet.
There was lotB doing that day in the office, and Arthur
was kept pretty b'1sy answering questions when he wasn·t
out on an errand .
That night he told his mother that Mr. Jepson was back,
and that the broker looked better than ever.
. 'l'hat was most unwelcome news to the little widow, but
she had been expecting ta hear it ever since Arthur tola
her Mr. Jepson bad arranged to l_eave England for America.
Once more matters were coming to a crisis with her, and
she was not better prepared to meet it than a twelve month
before.
She now daily expected to get a letter from her objectiona"Qle imitor, who had her under his thumb, for she believed he was fully capable of exposing to her dear son
the secret she had so far manage'd to withhold from l~ im
the secret of hfa father's trial and conviction of a crime of
which she believed he was entirely innocent.
Two weeks passed and still no letter came, but the suspense was a great strain on her nerves.
. However, she had another reprieve, as it were, for Arthur
came home one Thursday afternoon and told her that ~r.
Jepson had gone out West to Southern Nevada on business
connected with some big miniµg company in which he was
heavily interested.
Next da._y, when A'.l'tnur met Dick between twelve and
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one, the ' latter seemed very much excited over something. f "Maybe it is ! What do you mean by that ? Isn't it a
"Hello!" said Arthur. "What's troubling you?"
.·nre, copper-fastened. pointer on B. & 0. ? What more do
"Don't say a word, Art. I've got a tip!" cried Dick, you want? I thought you' d go into spasms of joy over it,
fairly bubbling over with the information he had to com- instead of which all you say is 'Maybe it is; and rap that
municate.
,
nut of yours with your fingers. What's the matter with
"The dickens you have!" cried Arthur, in surprise.
you, anyway?"
" It's a good one, too."
·
" Well, I'll tell you," responded Arthm, cautiously. " lt
" I hope it is, for I suppose you mean to let me in on it." may be all Tight and it m:ay not A drunken man's words
" Of course I do. We ·go 1:1 nacks o~ all these things, don't are not reliable. He might have read the meaning of th e
we?"
note bach.-wards. But who is Pratt? Nobody of that name
I
" That's the way I look at it. Well, what's the tip?"
in your office that I know of."
, "I didn't say th~re was. Pratt is a broker, a curb man,
" We want to buy Il. & 0. right away."
"What's it going at?"
and a customer of ours. H e was talking to Mr. Coke, and
" Last quotation 112."'
he asked me to take th e note to Jaffray's office.''.
" Give-me the particulars. · How did you come to get the
"Oh, I see ! Well, I'll give your tip my ~arnest eonpointer ?"

'

"I had a message to carry to Jaffray. You know Jaffray.
His office is on Broadway."
"I know hirri all rl.ght. Go on."
" He wasn't in, so I went to the Exchange. He wasn't
t here. Finally a D. T. messenger told me that he saw him
.;oing into a Broadway cafe, and that he looked to be full
as a boiled owl. So I trotted over to th e cafe and found
him lined up against the bar, all by his lonesome, with his
hat on the back of his head and humming to himself. over
a mint julep. "
"He must have been feeling good," laughed Arthur.
'' Well, I should remark. I looked hard at him a minutc or two t o see if he was sober enough to attend to business. 1 couldn't d.ecide, and finally conduded to hand him
the note, anyway. It wasn't my funeral if he didn't know
\\·hat to do with it."
" Well, go on. I'm interested. You gave him t1ie note."
" 'l'hat's what I did. He balanced himself on the bar
and tried to open it. it was no go, ·so he went over to one
o.f the windows, and I followed him, thinking there might
·
be an answer."
" What happen~d then?"
"He was so unsteady on his legs that I ha cl to hold him
up while he tore the envelope open. Then he read what
was inside."
'.' He did ? If he was so drunk as you say, I don't see
how he did it," said Arthur, wonderingly.
" Oh, he r ead it, all right."
"I suppose you heard him read it, and that's where the
tip comes in, eh ?1'
"No. I didn't hear him read it. He read it with his
cyp,.;."
" I never would have believed it from , your statement of
hi ~ condition. Go on." .
'' .\ ftcr he'd read it he 'uttered a kind of mild whoop
:end :1egan to mutter out loud: 'Buy B. & 0., eh? Sure I
will. Going up clear out'r sight. Knew it all the time.
Fe">. fellow that ~ratt. Knows when he's got a good
thi~ g, a-p d willing to share with friend. Whoop!' .That's
what hr. i::aid. I remembe1;ed every worc1 of it. What do
y0u think of it? It's all to the musta1·d, isn't it?" ·
'· .Jiaybe it if'," replied Arthur, thoughtfully.

sideration."

• "I've got $1,500, and I'm going to inv~st it. all on B. &
0 . right away."
"Don't b.e foolish, old chap. Wait till I look into this
matter."
,
"Oh, look be jiggered!" Cl'ied Dick, impetuously .
"What's the use of paving a tip if you don't use it at once ?"
"That's right, too; out you don't·,yant to go off halfcocked. 'l'o tell you the truth, I .don't like the looks of
your tip, for several reasons."
"Name some of them, smart aleck."
"I've already named one, that a drunken man's words
are not to be depended on. Another is that B. & 0. is high
at 112.'~
"How do You know it is?"
"Because l noticed its standing three weeks ago, and it
was then 103."
"Oh, it was?" sarcasti~ally.
_
"It was. Now I'm going to look µp its T~~ord_ for ~e
past year and see how it's been h~lding itse.l f. "
_
"What's the difference how it's . b~n hol~!ng itself?
Isn't this a tip?"
.: '·
-: :•:
.,,,.:
"Well, I've beard of tips that let a fellow down kerclrg~~'
and made a fat roll look as if on r of .Barnu~ .& Bailey's
elephants had been standing on it £or,_a wee],:.l This may
he one of those."
"Oh, fudge! You 're losing your nerve, I'm. thinking."
"'~ ot a bit of it. I'm just foxy enough to do nothinl!
with my eyes shut."
" .\ll right. I've told you, so it's up fo you to make use
of it or not. I thought I was doing you a favor."
"Don't get off your base, Dick. I thank you for the
tip, and I'll use it if I think it's safe. I'd advise you not to
risk iporc than a portion of your wad on it, anyway.."
They turned into a quick-lunch house and got to talking
about something else.'
Later on Dick drew $500 and bought B. & 0. on the
strength of his tip.
Arthur thm1ght the matter over, looked .up his quotations,
asked Mr. Blake, the cashier, whether he had heard 0£ any
developments in B. & 0., and got a negative answer, figured.
the chances out that evening at home, and finally decided
not to go into the speculation.
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'l'bree days afterward B. & 0. ~ook a slump, and Dick
was called . on for more . margin ..
He came to Arthur with a long face and told him about
it:
"Don't put up another cent," answered his friend. "Y6u
are $500 out, and you'll be out another $5.00 if you put it
up."
Dick believed him and let the stock go.
The next day B. & 0. was still lower, and Dick was
thankful he hadn't lost any more.
"That was a fine tip, I don't think," he grumbled, when
he met Arthur again. "Well, you are a foxy boy to keep
out of it. I wish I had your head."
"Pshaw! I merely used my judgment. It didn't look
safe to me, and I couldn't find any excuse for the stock
to go up any higher. That's all there was to it. , L~t's
go in here and have a soda on me."
And in they went, Dick feeling mighty sore over the
experience which had cost him a cold $500.

CHAPTER V.
IN WHICH ARTHUR IS TREATED.TO A BIG SU~PRISE.

Arthur decided that his mother needed a couple of new
dresses, a bat, a warm jacket, and lot.a of other things, and
that a new suit would look pretty well on his own well-knit
body, so be drew $300 of his capital, which now amounted
to $2,800, and presented $275 of it to his mother, telling
her he had made a small venture in stocks and was o
lucky as to win. .
Of course, she was both surprised and delighted to receive so large a, sum of money in one lump, and regarded
her sixteen-year-old boy as quite a phenomenaily smart
youth to be able to · make so much money all by himself,
never dreaming that the lad still had $2,500 left in the
bank.
The idea of spending any such sum on herself was out
of the question, and although Arthur assured her that he
expected to make as much more in a short time, she insisted on putting $225 in the bank, and the boy allowed her
to have her own way.
A few days afterward Arthur, who had been following
the market very closely since his last speculating, decided
that a certain stock, known as A. & L., was about due for
a. rise.
He ha.d figured the matter out carefully from items he
had seen in the different financial papers, and paragraphs
printed in the daily press, as well as from conversations he
had had with various brokers friendly to bim, and he
thought so well of the stock that he decided to buy 200
shares of it, which was ruling at 81.
Of course, the deal was made on the usual ten per cent.
margin, and it cost him $1,610 to go in, thus leaving him
~moo in bank to fa]] back on in case the stock should go the
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wrong way and be should be called on to f-urnish more
margin.
He was working altogether on his own judgment now,
and as be wasn't sure bow the deal would turn out, though
he had every confidence in its ultimate success, he said
nothing about his new venture to Dick Bell..
It happened that Dick had been doing some figuring for
himself about the same time, as he was eager to put that
$1,000 he J;iad in bank at work to double itself, and the result was ~e thought that I. X. L. stock looked to be about
the best thing on the stock list to go long on, and without
saying a word to Arthur he bought 200 shares of it on
margin at 45.
In a week both of these stocks participated in a general
rise, which set in all along the line; A. & L. going to 90, at
which figure Arthur sold out, clearing something like
$1,800, while I. X.· L. proved a winner to the tune of $1,000
for•Dick.
· As soon as they had realized on 1tbeir little speculations,
each confided hi s luck to the other, and was surprised to
find that hi s companion had been out for the wampum, too.
"And you never said a word ·to me about your going into
the market," said Dick, in an aggrieved tone.
"How about yourself?" retorted Arthur, slyly.
Thereupon they indulged in a hearty laugh over the situation, and punch.ed each other in the·ribs.
"If we keep on," said Dick, "we'll have. money and experience enougl1 one of th ese days to go into business for
ourselves."
"I hope so," answered his friend'.
It was about this time that Mr. Jepson returned from
the West, and a day or two afterward he surprised Arthur
by asking him to deliver a letter from him to his mother.
Of course, foe boy carried the letter home, and it J.Vas
quite natural he should }lave a strong curiosity to know
the contents of the communicati011 .
He was sharp enough to observe that his mother changed
color, and seemed much agitated when he handed her the
envelope and told her Mr. Jepson had asked him to gi,;e
it to her.
As she hadn't yet opened it, and therefore couldn't possibly know what was _inside, Arthur thought this enrntion on
her part very strange indeed.
What was stranger still, she put the envelope, unopened,
into her pocket, and that action furnished the boy with
food for thought.
"Aren't you going to read it, mother?" he asked, curiously.
Mrs. Forbes suddenly realized that she was placing herself in a false position before her bright-eyed boy, and so
she drew the letter ha stily out, with the remark:
"Why, of couse I a.m . How -fooli sh of me!"
A tremulous little laugh, which Arthur easily saw was
forced, accompal1\ied the wol'ds.
Then he could not fail to see that her fingers trembled
as she tore open the envelope ancl clrew out the enclosure,
which was written on one of the office letter-heads.

.
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It ran thus:
".i\Iy Deur Mrs. Forbes.-You have now had tw<> years
and two months in which to arrive at a conclusion in the
is8ue I submitted to you at the time of my visit to your
flat. Surely that is time enough. I shall, therefore, expect nn early, and I hope favorable, reply upon a matter
so close to, my heart. Your. son is now sixteen-an age
when he should prepare himself for college, whither I propose to send him as soon as you have made me a happy
man. I am having my residence in Seventy-second Street
completely renovated and redecorated. It will be ready
within a couple of months to receive as its mistress the lady
who has never ceased to be the mistress of my heart. Surely
the attractions of wealth and social station ought to be a
sufficient inducement to one who is so well fitted to adorn
such a position in life, and to whom the neighborhooo of
Cannon Street must be well nigh intolerable. Arthur 'Wi).l
also be provided for for life, and need never learn the unfortunate truth about his father.
"Hopefully yours,
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He rose, and going' to her threw his arms about her neck
and laid his cheek against hers.
"In terrible trouble! What do you mean? Tell me,
mother. 1 am your son and it is right I should know."
She sobbed for a few moments as if her heart would
bre'ak.
She knew she must tell him all now-at least all that related to herself.
There couid only 'be one answer to that letter if she
would keep from him the knowledge of his father's disgrace, and when that answer was given she must tell him
about the change that was to take place in their condition,
so it might as well be told now as later.
When she had somewhat recovered her composure she
drew him to her and kissed him.
~'Arthur, my dear son, Mr. Jepson has asked me'to marrj
him."

CHAPTER VI.

"ANDREW JEPSON."
ARTHUR LEARNS SOMETHING OF MR. JEPSON'S EARLY

."Is the letter about me, mother?" asked Arthur, to
"·horn such a supposition was most natural, though he wondered much at the strange emotion displayed by the only
person on earth whom he had to love and cherish.
"You are mentioned in it," she replied, with visible
constraint in her manner.
The boy wasn't satisfied.
"It seems to affect you a good deal," he continued. "Is
there anything wrong?" anxiously.
'"You mean in reference to yourself?"
"Yes, mother."
'~No, Arthur."
"Then I don't understand-forgive me, mother, for
being so inquisitive, but you a.re ·acting very strange. I
can see that you a'fe agitated, as if it contained news which
greatly disturbed you. Mother, won't you tell me what's
the trouble? I know there must be something. What can
Mr. Jepson have to tell you that-"
He stopped and looked at her in a troubled way.
Mrs. Forbes saw that her son would not be satisfied with
anything short of full explanation, and she did not know
what to do.
The silence thltt followed was embarrassing to both.
"What shall I do?" she asked herself, flushing and
trembling.
Arthur looked at his mother, and the longer he looked
the more certain he was that something was wrong.
":Mother," he said at last, appealingly. "I don't like
this mystery. I thought we were to have no secrets from
each other."
His words, and the reproach in his manner, brought a
flood of tea.rs to her eyes.
"Oh, Arthur, my son, I am in terrible trouble."
The words were wrung from her almost ·against her will.
'rhe boy was greaiiy startled.

a
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"Mr. Jepson has asked you to .marry him?" he exclaimed, in great astonishment. "Is this true, mother ?n

"Yes."
"Why, I did not know that you were even acquainted
with Mr. Jepson."
"I was acquainted with him before I met your father."
"You were?" amazed.
"'I was. In fact, I was ep.gaged to be married to him
when I was introduced to George Forbe8."
"Great hornspoons ! Is that a fact?" he exclaimed, more
surprisBd than ever. "And you p:ever told me a ·Word
about it. Now I can guess why Mr. Jepson gave me the
preference over that other boy when he hired ine, andd
can thus account for his remarkable kindness to 'me, and·
to the unusual salary I am getting at present as ' a messenger. Mother, why did you keep that a secret from me?"
"I had my reasons, dear."
·•
·
"Tell me all about it. How is it you came to marry
father in preference to Mr. Jepson, to whom you say you
were engaged first?"
"Do you really want to know, Arthur?"
"Yes, mother, I do."
Mrs. Forbes seemed reluctant to revive the past, but
finally she decided to satisfy her son's curiosity.
"I was living in Liberty Oen ter, a small New Jersey
town, and Andrew Jepson was clerk in a store there. I
got acquainted with him at a social gathering, after which
he paid me a good deal of attention. He was quite an attractive man; I liked him very much, and in time we became engaged to be married. One afternoon he called on
me unexpectedly. He said he had left the -store, was going
to New York at once, and wanted me to marry him then
and there and go with him. I refused to do that, but said
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I would tnarry him as soon as he got a good position in
the city. He went off in a huff, and next day I was astonished to learn that he bad been discharged from the
store for a defalcation in his accounts, his employe:t not
caring to prosecute him."
"Is it possible Mr. .Jepson, the rich. stock brokoc, could
have been guilty of such a thing?" said Arthur, in surprise.
"Yes, it is. true. Everybody knew I had promised to
marry him," went on Mrs. Forbes, "and I felt the disgrace
of his coli.duct so keenly that when he wrote me a month
afterward I returned, him his ring, and presents, and to.Id
him that our engagement wa~ at an end."
. "You did right, mother," said Arthur, kissing her.
" It was not long after that I became acquainted with
your :fathf:lr.. He was a.t that time margin clerk for Cohen,
Finkelbaum & N ewburger, stock brokers, in Exchange
Place, this city, and he came to Liberty Center to spend a
two weeks' vacation. When he returned to his work we
had become engaged to be married. He was a different_
man altogether :from Mr. Jepson, and I often wondered
how I came to care so much for my former suitor. In six
months your father and I were married, and, of course, I
came to New York to live. A year later you were born."
Mrs. Forbes paused as if she had finished .
"When did you see Mr. Jepson again?"
"Not until the da.y that your father--"
The little widow stopped suddenly a.nd seemed to choke
~

"I'm listening, mother." '
But she didn't go on. ·
Instead o:f which she began to cry, not only at the recollection those few words called up, but :from· fright at the
slip of the tongue she had almost made.
· "That i.8 all," she 11obbed.
'
"But you didn't answer me, mother. When did y;ou see
Mr. Jepson.. l!-ga.in? You tnust ha.ve seen him several times,
probably since I went to work for him, or he would not
Ha-Ye mitten yon this letter asking you to marry him."
1'I saw him a few days after you got the situ!ttion. He
<'ailed upon me here."
"You never told me a.word about it."
" Forgive me, dear. I thought it was best not to."
"Why ?" ·
"Don't ~k me, Arthur. I had my rea:ions," she replied,
desperately.
The boy looked at her thoughtfully.
"Have you.any idea of marrying Mr. Jepson now ?" he
asked, an"iously.
He felt her shiver in his arms, and the a.nswet came with
evident reluctance.
"Yes."
" Mother!" in surprise.
"Don't chide me, dear. I am doin g it for your sake."
"My sake?"
"Yes. Mr. Jepson is rich . He bas pro mised to send yon
to college, and start you in life under the most flattering
auspices."
"Certainly such a prospect was alluring to the boy, but
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even :for that he did not propose that his mother should
sacrifice herseI:f, i:f that really was her intention.
"Do you care for Mr. Jepson enough to marry him?"
"Don't ask me, Arthur," she answered, with averted face.
"Mother, you do not. I can tell that by . your manner.
I knew you could not altogether forget the memory of my
:father."
"Don't, Arthur, .don't!" she begged, almost piteously.
"Mother, Mr. Jepson is rich and probably able to do all
he says· he will for me, but he isn't rich enough to buy
your love, which he once sacrificed. Unless you really care
for him now it would be a sin for you to become his wife,
just for my sak!l. I don't need a college education. I
cap. get along without one. Many of out smartest and
most successful men did not have the advantages of a
college com sc. I can make my own way in this world
without Mr .•Tepson' s, or any one else's assistance. Shall
I tell you something, mother? I did not mean to yet
awhile, but I feel that it is b<'st that you should know now.
I have $4,300 in the sa>ings bank thnt I have made all
myself; during the past year. "
"Arthur!" cried Mrs. Forbes, in great amazement.
" I am tell you the truth, moth~t. I will show you my
two bank books to proye it." ·
H e took them out of his jacket pocket, for he ahvays
carried them about with him in ease he ahould need to
draw any of the money for speculative purposes, and handed
~to~
.
She opened them and saw the big entries.
"I thought you were wonderfully smart kl make that
$27'5 you gave me the other day, but it seems you have been
keeping a secret from me for a long titne."
" Yes, mother. I meant to surprise yot'l soma day with
the present of a house and lot."
"Well, you have surprised me. However did you manage to make it?"
"In the stock market, of course, mother; that's the only
way I could have made so much money in so short a thne."
"But I always have understood that stock speculation
was a risky business, even for those with yeats of experience.and plenty of money at their comlli.and."
" So it is."
"Then I don't see--"
" I know vou don't mother, and it would take me too
lo~g to e"xpl;in, even if I could, how Dick and I have been
operating."
" You mean Dick Bell ?".
"Yes. We' ve made it a business to study the lli.arket and
make ourselves familiar with Stock Exchange methods.
Then I got one good pointer, a sure one, an d it put us on
our feet. It jumped my capital from $360 to $2,MO. I've
made one deal since I gave you that money, and I made
$1,800, Jess commissions, by it. Now, mother, there is no
necessity for _vou to marry Mr. ,J ep~on , to help me. I think
I have shown that I am able to help myself. "
" You have, indceo. You are hut a few months beyond
sixteen, anfl yet you have more money than your £a.ther
had when I married him. "
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At lunch he told Dick what he had done, and .t hat young

J evson, for I don't belie re you care enough for him to man immediately followed his lead to the extent of 300

as

become his wife, rich he is."
shares, for which he had to pay 52.
But Arthur diJn't dream of the threat the broker held
When the Exchange closed for the · day the excitement
over his mother.
around the C. & 0. corner was tremendous and the shares
had ad"llal)Ced to 57.
Next day they rose to 67, and opened Saturday morning
at 68 5-8.
CHAPTER VII.
At J 1.30 they were 75, and Arthur concluded not to take
any further risk, so he ordered Parsons & Trip to sell
DICK'S UNIQUE IDEA.
his holdings, which they did inside of ten minutes at 75 3-8.
He ran downstairs to Den~y, Coke & Co. and toid Dick
Business was unusually lively in the office next day, a.nd he'd better sell, too.
Arthur was kept on the run.
Dick at once telephoned his broker to close out the stock,
In the course of the morning, Mr. Jepson sent him to which was done a minute before noon· at 76 3-8.
the Stock Exchange with a note for a broker.
This was the closing price for the day.
When Arthur got .there he noticed that there was conArthur figured that he had made a clean $20,000 <>ff the
siderable excitement on the floor.
deal, and Dick calculated he was $7,200 better off.
While waiting for the official who stood guard at the
"Don't· say I never did anything for you, uld man,"
gate to find the broker for whom he had brought the note, said Arthur, as they shook hands over the results. "This
Arthur asked a D. T. messenger what the racket was about. is the second winning spec. I've put you on."
"Been a sudden advance in C. & 0. shares," WU'S the
"You're all right, Art. If I can ever rehim the favor
reply. "Act like a lot of lunatics, don't they?"
you may depend that I will. I'll stand by you through /
"That's what they do."
'
thick and thin, if I break a leg doing it.'~
Just then ~he doorman came up with the broker Arthur
He did not dream then that the day was not far distant
wanted to see, and he handed him the note. ,
when he would be in a position to make good his words,
The trader tore the envelope open and glanced at tpe though not exactly in the way he was thinking of.
writing.
The office closed early, of course, on Saturday, but a
"No answer," he said, turning on his heel and hurrying few minutes before Mr. Jepson went away he called Arthur
off into the melee.
into his office and told him that his salary would be $15
Arthur started to leave.
a week frqm that date.
As he stood a moment at the door two brokers brushed
The boy looked his surprise.
by him, .going out.
"You're not to run errands any more. I'm going to give
"It's a corner,'' the boy heard one say, "and the New- you charge of my Western business :for the present," t~e
burger clique is be~ind H. That means millie>ns at its back. broker said, by way of explanation. "I've ordered a desk
No one can tell where the stock will go. I've just bought to be put in the reception-room for yo.u , as there is no roo~
10,000 shares."
for it in the counting-room. It will be here sh,ortly. ~ ~t
Then they passed out of hearing.
doesn't arrive before the office is closed, I wislJ you'd wait
"A corner, eh?" muttered Arthur. "I guess that is until it does, and have the men place it in a sui.table spot.'!
worth taking a shy at."
"I'm greatly obliged to you, sir," began the_b<>y, but his
He considered the matter all the way back to the office. employer cut him off.
,
Then he looked at the ticker, which was singing a lively
"You needn't thank me, Arthur," he said, with a smile.song, and saw that C. &10. was ·going at 49, with a de- "You're a smart boy, and have won your_advancement.
cided upward tendency.
But there are better things in store for you-much better,"
Looking back he saw it had opened at 45 3-8.
he said, significantly, reaching for his hat and allowing the
Examining his back quo.fations he discovered it was going lad to help him into his overcoat.
begging a week before at 38.
Then he went out.
"There's surely something doing in the stock, all right,"
Arthur was delighted with his rais~, and pleased to think
he breathed. "I might just as well make a few dollars out that his abilities had been recognized in no signal a manner.
of it with the others. The main thing will be to sell out
He might have entertained a different impression if he
before the slump sets in."
had known that Mr. Jepson had receved the following note
Having decided to go in, Arthur asked for a half hour's in the :first mail frnm his mother:
leaYe. which was granted, and went to both his ·banks, •
drawing .$2,500 from one and $1,500 frnm the e>ther.
"ANDREW JE:PSON:
He took the money to Parsons & Trip, a.nd ordered them
"In reply to your note of the 8th, I can only say that my
to buy 800 shares at not over 50.
feelings toward you have undergone· no change. I do not
'rhe purchase was made at exactly 50, and Arthur re- love you, nor ever can. But your unmanly threat to enturnld to the office. '
lighten my dearly loved boy regarding his father's mid-
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fortune unless I yiel\]. to _your wishes and marry you compels me to bow to your request, which I regard as a mandate. I give you my hand, but remember, that is all I
have to give. In return I make one request-that you will
not insist on this ma1:riage taking place for six months.
At the end of that time you m~y claim all that I have to
offer you.
Yours,
"JESSIE FORBES."

Mr. Jepson answered the note by special messenger, expressing his Ratisfaction at having won even her reluctant
assent to their union, assuring her she should never have
cause to regret the step she had decided on, repeating his
promise to do all in his power :for her son's benefit, and
finally granting her t~e six months' time she had asked :fbr.
The fnrnitnre man -hndn't brought the desk by the Hme
the rmp1oyees filed out on the way home, so Arthur had to
" ·flit for him.
Dfck, in the meantime, was waiting downstairs for his
t·foim t.o show trp.
As he didn't do so, Dick came up to see what was the
reason therefor.
"T''c got to wait for a desk that's to be brought here,"
explained Arthur.
"When do you expect it?" asked Dick.
"It ought to be here any moment."
,
"All right; I'll wait, too. By the way, Art, I've been
thinking it would be a great scheme if we could rig up
i:oome kind of communication between this room and our
reception-room, directly underneath, so we could signal
each other-a sort o:f telegraph, don't you know."
"What for ?n
"Why, ii you wanted to see me you could press the button
once. If the matter was important, twice. If you were
ready to go to lunch, three times, and so on."
"Oh, I see. You've got a great head, Dick. As it's your
scheme, perhaps you'll let me know how it can be worked."
"By a ;wire and a battery," and then Dick went on to
explain more explicitly how such an electrical contrivance
was arranged.
"~ut we couldn't put a wire through the floor, even
·alongside o:f the window," obj~ted Arthur.
"Don't need
because there's one already in. I . noticed that a long time ago. Before your firm and ours
occupied these two floors there must have been a firm or
company that bad both, and the wire was probably put in
to establish communication between the two :floors.'>
Dick examined the wall alongside one of the windows,
and showed Arthur where the wires still lay, close to the
floor.
Just then the furniture men appeared with the desk, and
Arthur had them put it down in a space not fa~· from the
windows, so that it :faced the door leading out into the
corridor.
"Who's going to use this desk?" a.sired Dick, a.£ter the
men had gone.
"I am. I've Deen. promoted."
1
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"You don't say. Then you've given up the ·messenger
business."
"Yes. We're going to have a new one next week."
"Well, you're the lucky boy. What I was thinking o:f
is this : We can get an electrician this afternoon and have
him fix this racket of ours up right away. No need of your
letting Jepson know anything about it. He wouldn't kick
anyway. We'll have the connecting wires run to .each of
our desks and a hutton arranged underneath each, where
it will be out of sight, see?"
"I see."
"Shall we do it?"
"Yes."
"All right. We'll go to lunch now, and then get the
electrician."
By four o'clock Dick's unique idea had been carried into
practical operation by an expert, and when the boy left
:for home theh telegraph was in full operation, and all that
remailjted was to agree on a small code of signals to cover
the various purposes to which they expected to put it to
use.

CHAPTER VIII.
IN WHICH RALPH LATIMER APPEARS ON THE SCENE.

"Well, mother," said Arthur, after supper, that evening,
"I think we've lived in Cannon Street long enough. I'm
in favor of a change to a more desirable locality."
"I have no objection to move, my son, if it is your wish
to do so. Where did you think of going?"
"I had an idea of buying a house in the Brol\;X." •
"Buying a house!" she exclaimed, in some surprise.
~'Sure: Why not? I believe I can afford a little luxury
of that kind," grinned her son, cheerfully.
~'Then you are really thinking of investing that $4,000
you have in bank,'' she said, with an indulgent smile.
"Did you say $4,000, mother?" laughed Arthur. "I'm
afraid I'm making money too fast for you to keep track of
my resources. I hav~ maue a few more dollars since I
showed you my bank books. H I keep on at my present
rate I shall soon be able to buy an interest in Mr. J epson's .
business, supposing he wished to take me in, or I cared to
associate myself with him, which I think· would be doubtful."
His· mother winced at the mention of the broker's name,
and a guilty flush rose to her cheek~, for she had kept from
her boy the knowledge that she had passed her word to
wed Mr. J eps,pn after "Six months.
"How much have you made, Arthur?" she asked, with a
look of interest.
"Guess."
"I couldn't. Perhaps $500."
"If you added a nought, anc1 then multiplied that amount
b_y :fOUl· you would come nearer the right figure."
1
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"I suppose that is one of your jokes, Arthur," she said, days. ' Mr. Jepson has advanced me from messenger to
smiling.
clerk, and my wages to $15 per. How is that?"
Mrs. Forbes easily guessed why the broker had done so.
"I'm not joking, mother. The other day a wealthy
"rt is very nice of him," she replied, but without any
clique started in to corner C. & 0. stock. I happened to
great
enthusiasm.
.
get a hint of wha.t was going on. I drew $4,000 out of
my banks and bought 800 shares of that stock on a ten
"And he said there were better things yet in siiore for
per cent. margin. To-day I .closed out the deal at a profit me. I guess he's taken quite a fancy to me. Why, Dick
of $25 per share. In other words, I made $20,000 this has been a year longer 'in the business than I, and he's
week. Not bad for a boy of my age, eh?"
only getting $10.
"Twenty thousand dollars!" she exclaimed, increduItis mother smiled, but it was a forced smile.
lously.
Next day .Arthur and Dick took a trip to the Bro.nx to
look around and see what they could see in the line of a
"Exactly, mother. Twenty thousand dollars."
couple ·of houses, whose cost would not ex.ceed $5,000 ·
"You can't mean it."
"I do mean it. I'll prove it w you on Monday, when I apiece.
shall have received my check. I am truly worth at this mo"'l'hey mlli!t not be iioo far apart," said Dick, "for we
ment something over $24,000, and I intend to put a portion shall want to be within easy reaching distance of each
of it in a nice house and give it to you for a birthday other."
present."
"That's right," nodded his friend. "The same block
. "Why, Arthur, I cannot understand how you manage to would about hit the nail on the head."
"The same block would suit mew the queen's taste."
make so much money in, stocks-you a mere boy. It seems
They called on a couple of agents, laid before them their
incredible:"
wants and conditions, and received a number of permits
"It does sound like a fairy tale, doesn't it?"
entitling them to inspect divers buildings, most of which
"It does, indeed."
"Why, Dick cleaned up over $7,000 in the same kind of had been just erected.
dral after I tipped, him off. Re's worth $9,000, though
'They picked out several for their parents w look at, and
six months ago his whole capital amounted to something ~s the afternoon was now nearly spent, they returned to
less than $200. He's going to· buy a house in the Bronx, Cannon Street fo·r supper.
too, for his mother."
It was a month, however, before two houses were finally
"You two boys are the most extraordinary --"
decided on, and a deposit paid down, pending examination ,
"Yes, we are a little out of the ordinary run. But a little of title.
foxiness and a little luck well mixed iiogether sometimes
Arthur's cost him an even $5,000, while Dick secured a
})roduce great results, as our wads will testify w. The only less imposing one for about $4,000.
trouble with Dick is he's inclined to be a bit reckless once
Inside of another month the Forbes and the '.Bells moved
in a while. The other day he picked up a tip from an in- into their new homes, which were within easy walking disiioxicated broker, and if it hadn't been for me I believe he'd tance of an underground station on the West Farms branch.
have gone flat broke on it. As it was, he lost $500 inside
Mrs. Forbes had little heart in :fitting up the house hei:
of three days. He jumped on me because I didn't go in and son had presented to her, for she knew that in fo~r months
use it, too. But I was just foxy enough not to get caught she, must leave it for the jepson mansion on Seve:µty-seoond
that trip. A tip sometimes acts like a boomerang~omes Street, and she -dreaded the day when she would be comback at you in a way that makes you duck quick w save pelled to break the news to Arthtir.
yourself. At an y rate, that's the way Dick's tip served
Dick and his friend had great fun wjth their telegraph
him."
'
apparatus, and it also proved useful to the'm in many ways.
"I trust your good luck 'Yill continue. You must be
Iii fact, it was such a great success, in its way, that they
very, very careful not to a1low over-confidence to spoil the had a private telephone wire stretched between their two
splendid beginning you have made."
houses in the Btonx, and were thus enabled to he>ld long
"Trust me, mother. Dick calls me the foxiest boy in talks of. an evening
"' without visiting each other.
Wall Street. That's hi~ way of putting it." laughed ArThus .four months pa.ssed :from the time that Arthur was
thur. "The real truth .is, I use my head. I haven't made promoted to a clerkship in Mr. J epson's office, and neither
a. mistake yet, but that doesn't ' prove I never will. '!'he of the boys had made any very material addition to his
shrewdest people get a knockdown sometimes, and I sup- capital.
pose I shall when my turn comes. :But you may depend
Arthur had nearly $20,000 lying idle, as he called it,
on one thing, I'm taking as few chances in that direction while Dick had about $5,000.
as I can."
"It's about time another tip came our way, don't you
His mother regarded him with fond admiration .
think?" said Dick one day when they were on their way
. "By the way, I've more good news to tell yott, tnother." to lunch.
"More!"
"It would be very welcome i:f one alighted. in our ba.ck"Yes. Things are comi•~ my way in :retii sht~ theee yt:rd," chuckled ~rthur.
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"Bet your life it would," replied Dick, nodding his head
A few minutes later Mr. Jepson also left the office for
vigorously. "'l'hat money of mine is growing rusty for the day.
.
want of exercise."
"Who can that person be?" mused Arthur, in a perplexed
"Better to grow rusty where it is than to take wings way. "Why should Mr. Jepson tolerate such a person in
unto itself and fly away where you'd never see it again," his office? He seemed to be quite upset over it, too. Can
- replied his friend, sagely.
it be that he has some hold over my boss? He threatened
That afternoon, about three o'clock, while Mr. Jepson to expose him. Wha.t is Mr. Jepson guilty of? And what
was putting on his overcoat preparatory to leaving the office could the man mean by the Forbes affair?"
for the day, the door of the reception-room was opened and
The tinkle of a Iittl~ bell sounded under his desk.
admitted a shabby-looking man, whose face showed proTha.t was a signal that Dick was ready to go home.
nounced traces of dissipation and a wayward life.
Arthur pushed his button as a sign that he would join
Arthur got up from his d~sk and asked his business.
his chum presently.
"I want to see Andrew Jepson," he said, almost roughly.
Then he put certain books and documents in the office
safe, donned his hat and overcoat and left the office.
The boy didn't like the visitor's looks, and said:
"I.think Mr. Jepson has gone home. Gi>:e me your name
and I will see if he's still in his office."
"Tell him Ralph Latimer must see him, d'ye hear?"
Arthur carried the message into the private office, am'.
CHAPTER IX.
found his employer putting on his hat.
Mr. J epson started visibly when his young clerk announced the caller's name, and he seemed undecided what THE .FAMILY RIDDLE TRAT ARTHUR DETERMINES TO SOLVR.
answer to make.
Wnen Arthur got home the first. thing he had to tell his
Finally he said, in a husky tone:
mother
was about the strange visitor who called at the
"Let him come in."
"He looks as if he was somewhat under the influence of office that afternoon.
"I was sittihg at my desk, which faces the door, when
liquor, sir/' said Arthur.
the
man came in. He was half loaded, I could see that "Show him iu," replied the broker, curtly.
easily
enough, and I told Mr. Jepson so ''hen I announced
The boy retired and nodding to Latimer, pointed to the
him,
which
I had to do, as the office boy wasn't in at the
partly open door.
time. He was a poorly dressed, fellow, but looked as if
The visitor walked a bit unsteadily toward the private
he might have seen better days. He said his name was
room, entered and closed the door behind him.
Ralph Latimer."
Arthur could · hear him tall ~ng in a loud, threatening
"Ralph Latimer!" gasped his mother, turning white,
way, and he wondered that Mr. J cpson woulcl stand for it.
and looking as if she was about to faint. "The man whose
As the moments flew by the caller's voice became more
testimony convicted your--"
and more excited.
She stopped suddenly and pressed her hand to her heart.
"I won't be quiet!" Arthur heaxd him say. "I want
"Mother!" exclaimed Arlhur, in a voice of great amaze$100, and I want it. now-now, d'ye understand? If I ment.
"What are you talking about? You speak as ii'
don't get it I'll expooe yo~. I'll tell all I know about that yon 'knew
this man. What does this all mean?"'
Forbes affair. T will, by Jupiter!"
She had covered her face with her hands, and he could
A silenq~ followed this outbreak, and presently Mr. Jep- see the tears
trickling through her fingers.
son, looking pale and agitated, came out, closed the door
"1\fothcr, for heaven's sake tell me what secret you arc
carefully after him and went· to the cashier's window.
keeping from me," the boy criefl, in a tone of earnest
He said something to Mr. Blake, and that gentleman appeal.
w~nt to the safe ancl brought him several bills.
"No, no, Arthur_, don't ask me!" cried the little widow,
With these in his hand, the broker returned to his private driven into her last corner, a:,
it were. "I can't tell you,
office.
indeed I can't."
A few minutes afterward the man who had given his
"You can't tell me-your son ?" be cried, in a hushed
name as Ralph Latimer came out of the room, looking tone. "What mysk y is this that I may not know?"
flushed and triumphant.
A hysterical flood of tears was her only response.
He gave Arthur an insolent stare ancr then walked to
Her agitation was so excessive that Arthur was thorthe corridor door like a landsman treading the deck of a oughly alarmed.
steamer in a gale of wind.
"Mother, you must tell me. I insist on knowing."
Grasping the knob to steady himself he turned around
"Oh, Arthur, Arthur, I would die rather than that you
and faced Arthur.
should know."
"'Next time I come-hie-you ng man, show me inside
"That I should know what? It is something that affects
without any-hie-frills . Understand?"
·
my father, is it not? You said just now th~t this man
1
He leered at the lad and then let himself o~tside. ,
Ralph Latimer's evidence convicted my-and then you
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stopped. Were you going to say my father? Was father
ever on trial charged with a crime? Answer me, motheryes or no:"
The little woman swayed a moment in her chair and
then fell over in a dead faint.
Arthur caught her in his arms and laid her ~pon the
lounge.
'l'hen he applied tlie camphor bottle to her nose, and
used such other means to restore her to consciousness as
are usually resorted to in S'\lCh cases.
At length she revived and soon as she realized th e cause
which had brought on her swoon she burst into a paroxysm
of tears.
He tried to soothe her, but it was nearl y an. hour before
she became composed again.
In the meantime, .Arthur had been thinking deeply.
He saw clearly that some terrible secret that must be
connected with his dead father weighed upon hi s mother.
"Poor mother!" he breathed more than once. "She
wishes to kee}» me in ignorance of it, whatc"ver it is. To
make her tell me, except as a last resort, would be cruel.
I must find out for myself through other sources. I shall
never be satisfi ed until I .know the truth, be th at what it
ma.y."
So . when his mother grew calmer, though she trembled
like a leaf whenever her eyes rested on her boy's manly
young face, for she hacl seen a look in his eyes and had
heard an accusing ring in his voice, that had almost taken
the life from her, he made no further reference to Ralph
Latimer, or the subject which the man's name had called
up.
He was as tender and loving as he had ever been in his
life.
But this change in his manner worried her almost as
much as if he had arraigned her again at the bar o:f his
young soul.
"Oh, .Arthur, my son, what can you think of me?" she
cried, piteously.
"Think of you! Why, as I always have-as the dearest
and best mother in the world."
"No, no-I mean about-"
"There, there, mother, we will drop the matter right
here," he replied, soothingly. "I shall never question you
further about this thing. If you think it is best to keep
this secret from m e, why- - "
"I do, I do, Arthur. It is best you should never know.
Your father met with a great misfortune, which led to his
· death, but believe me, my boy, it was through no act of his.
He was innocent, he was innocent!" she cried, fervently,
mising her hands in earnest assertion.
"I believe you, mother. We'll let it go at that. I know
father was guilty of no crime. I am sure he was an honest,
upright man."
" H e was. Oh, Arthur, he was!"
" That is enough. Let us talk abou:t something else. Or
rather, is it not time that vou got suuner readv. I feel
I
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a.s if I could do justice to a good steak, with fried potatoes,
etc."
"You are not offended with me, my son?" she a.llk:ed,
wistfully, ta.king his hands in hers. .
"Offended, mother I As if I could be. Are not you: the
only one I have to love?"
"And you trust me, dear? You believe that wha.tever
this E>ecret is that I am acting for the best in withholding
it from you?"
"Yes, mother."
With a sigh of relief she put her arms a'IX>ut his neck and
straining him to her heart, kissed him fondly.
'i'hen she got up and went into the kitchen to prepare
their evening meal.
.
Arthur Forbes was a clear-headed, quick-witted boy, and
while his mother was busy in the other room he pondered
deeply upon this family secret.
:,
, ..
" It seems pretty clear that my :father was brought to
the bar to answer for some crime, and that Ralph.Le.timer's.
evidence convicted him,"· mused Arthur, th.oughtitilly.
" How shall I get at the facts of the case? By inaking'. application at the district-attorney's office I should be able -to ·
fix the date of his trial, and maybe learIPall of the particulars ; that is, if it came off in this city, which must have
been the case. I was seven years old when I lost sight of
father, therefore I need to look up the files of the daily
press nine years back to get the facts of the case as they
came before the public. Mother says father was innocent,
and I believe he was. Therefore it looks as if he waa the
victim of unfortun~te circumstances or the designing knavery of some enemy. Which was it? This man Latimer
threatened Mr. Jepson wit h some exposure. He said he
would tell all he knew (llhout the Forbes affair unless he .
received $100 then and there. Clearly he has a real hold.
over my employer, for he got .the money, and Mr. Jepso~.
quietly put up with his insolence. In what w~'.Y.' could :Mi?'
J epson have been implicated in the Forbes ,affair? : ·:.!fr:
some way, apparently, that will not. bear the- searohlight .
of publicity. Mr. Jepson was engaged to miµTy mo_ther ._
before she knew father. Afterwards. :she married father ,
and came to this city. Mr. Jepson, two yeafs .ago, askOOi.
my mother to marry him, and she seemed on the eve·:·of
doing so, even against her will, when the matter blew over,
so far as I know. Can it be that Mr. Jepson engineerf!d
mv father's min because he married the woman Mr. 'Jepson
w~nted himself? Is my employer that kind of a man? If
my father was convir:!ted and sent to prison for a crime, of
which he was innocent, is it not my duty to leave no ston
unturned to clear his memory by tracing the real facts of
the case and exP.osing the conspiracy of which he was the
victim? It is my duty, and I will devote every spare moment from this day to that purpose. It looks to me as if
this Ralph I iatimer holds the key to the riddle, therefore
he is the man I must follow up and corner, by hook or by
crook, until I can wring the truth from his lips."
At that moment Mrs. Forbes entered the dining-room to
set the table, and so Arthur postponed further consideration of the weif!htv matter until another time.
I
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. That afternoon :i\lr. Jepson sent Arthur to the safe depoilit company to get a package of bonds out of his box.
Re had to wait awhile in the reception-room, and he toot:
up an afternoon paper he saw there to read a mol\lent or
two.
HOW ARTHUR GOT A POINTER ON O. & ·a.
Two richly dressed ladies presently ~ntered from the
For the first time he coUld remember Arthur 'Wanted to vaults and went to a small desk within earshot of him.
avoid the society of his friend Dick Bell. '
One had a package of papers in her hand which she began
So when his telephone rang that evening he did not an- to sort over, but like a woman she kept up a conversation
·
swer it.
at the same time with her friend .
Then he went downstairs and instructed his mother to
" You'd better get a block of tlie stock too Edith " she
' col'
tell Dick, if he called, that he was out.
as
said. "I'm going to put up all of these' securities
"Where were you last night, Art?" wa.s the first ques- lateral for 1,000 shares. It's selling to-day at 59, but i n
tion Dick propounded to him next morning when. they a week from now my husband says it will go above 70."
met on the -way to the subway station.
Arthur was all ears the moment he got onto the sub'-· "That's ·a secret, old man,'' replied Arthur. "So don't stance of the lady's conversation.
ask any more questions on the subject."
"How do you kllow it will go up?" asked her friend.
: "I thought we were not to have any secrets from each
"The directors of the road held a meeting in my husother?" asked Dick.
band's offices yesterday afternoon. They have bought the
-." .Not as a rule. This is an exception."
0 . & G,. railroad, which runs· into the mining belt, and are
-"Sa.y, did you read about the broker that was chlorogoing to consolidate it w~th the S. & T. My husband says
formed in his office and robbed?"
there are 20,000 shares of 0. & G. stock out, which must be
"No."
'
bought in before the news gets out, and he is -authorized
"There's a column in the morning paper about it. Noto buy them. I'm going to try and get 1,000 shares, and
body knew anything about it for hours, though there was
then I'll make my husband take them off my hands at an
a m.eetini of the board of directors of the company which
advance, or I'll hold them till the rise comes. Won't tha.t
occupies the offioes underneath. If that broker only had
be a good joke on him ?" laughed the speaker, who thought
had a telegraphic attachment like ours as a precautionary
she was doing a very .clever tlung.
arr~ement, he might have sent an alarm to the people
" Oh my, aren't you smart, Lydia !" exclaimed her friend,
downst1rs, and the rascals who committed the outrage would
admiringly.
probably have been caught red-handed."
" Remember, this is a profound secret, Edith," said the
"That's right. We'd ·better add a danger signal to our
code, hadn't we? Some day a crank might come intO either first lady. " You mustn't say a word abo'llt what I have
of our offices and threaten to blow us up unless we coughed told you for your life. I have given you what my husband
up: some money. I've heard, of two or three such cases. calls a tip, and such things are scarcer than hen's teeth.
ID?d probably hold 'us up so we could not get to the tele- Draw some of your savings and go to a. broker and see if
phone, or out of the-dffice, then how ·handy it would be for he can find you some of 0. & G. stock. If you can get
even a hundred shares you'll be sure to make some pinIIle~- push the button on the sly, and if you were in, as
for yourself, and that's something that's always
money
you:.generally:-are now, like myself, why, you would underwekome."
stand we were in trouble and you could telephone for the
The speaker, having sorted and wrapped up her securipolice, while-. ! kept the ra.scal waiting until the oops came
ties, the two ladies started to leave just as an attendan t
to _nail him."
entered to escort Artlmr to the vaults.
Ylt would be fine if it worked out as you say."
"Who is that lady in the brown silk and picture hat, do
there?"
is
signal,
this
'. ~ No harm having
know?"· asked the boy of the attendant.
you
, "Sure nol."
that's ~rs. Isidoi;e Finkelbaum, wife o-f the big
"Oh,
"But remember it must never be nmg up as a joke, do
Place broker. You know Cohen, Finkelbaum &
Exchange
you understand ?"
don't you?"
Newburgw-,
"I understand. Wha.t shall it be?"
"Sure."
"It must be something short, say one continuous ring
"Her husband is the head of the firm."
of no particular length: If you ever hear me give that kind
"Thanks. She's very stylish, isn't she? Got lots of
of signal you may know there's something serious going
money, I guess."
on upstairs, and telephone for the police at once."
" I'd like to own half of what she's worth in her own
"All right, old man; but I guess you'll never give it.
'rhere isn't one chance in a thousand of anything happen- right, without talking about the old man himself. 'l'hev
.
say Finkelbaum is a multi-millionaire."
ing in your place that will call for it."
·"So I've heard. He's one of the directors of the S. &
"You can't tell. It's best to be on the safe side."
As it happened, ·it was fortunate that this aJ>rangement T. road, I've been tolcl."
"Yes. and half a dozen or more other corporation.~. "
wru:i UUlde hv the two bovs.
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Arthur got the bonds th~t Mr. Jepson wanted from his
box and returned to the offic<!l.
"That's a first-class tip I got on to that time. Nothing
like a woman for giving ·thinp awa.y sometimes. Now the
queiition is how am I to get hold of some of those shares ?
They are probably not to be easily got in open market, as
there are ·only 20,00Q out, and I guess they're held by persons likely known to Mr. Finkelbaum, who is already
skirmishing lll'QUll.d ~I: them. It will be a great.pity if I
get left oil this thing, Wcll, the only thing I see that I
can do is to leave an order with Parsons & Trip to buy
any part .of 3,000 shares at 60, if he caD. get them on the
market."
It was too late then to do anything, as the banks were
closed for the day, so Arthur had to put the matter off until
next morning.
On the way home he told Dfok about the tip, saying that
he had grave doubts about being able to secure the stoek.
"What did you say was the name of the road?" asked his
friend.
"0. & G. It's a shod line, I find, ~ning into the mining belt.''
"Are you sure it's 0. & G. ?" asked Dick, showing some
excitement.

Finkelbaum the~ raised the ante to 62, but he didn't get
the stock, just the same.
Then he inquired what Parsons & Trip's customer wanted
for it.
"He seems mighty anxious to get that stock, don't you
thing ?". said Arthur to Mr. Trip, when he stopped in at
his brokers' on the way to lunch with Dick.
"He acts as though he was," admitted the junior member of the firm. "What do you want for the block?"
"I haven't decided just yet,'' answered the boy.
"If I was you I'd set a figure, but I don't think you'll
get over 63, if you get that. The last sale on the market
was 59 7-8, an eighth lower than you authorized us to
pa.y Denby, Coke & Co. for the block. You must be working on some tip, yonpg man."
"What makes you think so?"
"Shows itself on the face of it that you must have some
inside information or you w011lcln't pay more than the
market pri ce for the stock. Th en there's Finkelbaum fishin g for it as if that was t.h e only block of it to be got."
"Perhaps it is," replied Arthm, with a wink. "If he
wants it he's got t o come cl own handsomely or be don't
get it. I wonlun 't sell it to him at 70 if he made the offer."
"The dickens you wouldn't !" almost gasped Mr. Trip.
"That's right. You can tel l him that the stock isn't for
sale under 70, even if he can get it at that price."
Arthur said " good-day "and left, and Mr. Trip sent an
an swer to Mr. Finkelbaum theapurport o-f which rather dis, gust ed the multi-millionaire.

" Positive."
"Then I know where there's 4,000 shares."
"You do?" excitedly. "Who's got them?"
"Denby, Coke & Co."
"Your :firm?"
"Sure as you live. A customer of· the house traded them
off to-day at 59 1-8 for Denver. &r Rio Grande."
"And -they're still in your office?"
"They were in the safe when we closed up."
"Dick, are y<;m in with me in this deal ?"
"Bet your life I am. Anything you say goes with me
every time."
"You've got $6,000,. haven't you?"
"Yes, and $800 over if anybody- should ask you!'
"Get your $6,000 :first thing in th e morning. I'll put
$18,000 to it and give Parsons & Trip an order to buy
4,000 shares of 0. & G. I'll tell them that your firm has
the stock for sale. We must get in on this ahead of Finkelbaum.''
Arthur's bright plan was duly carried into effect next
morning, but the stock cost the upset figure of 60.
Then minutes later Isidore Finkelbaum got track o.f the
stock and went to Denby, Coke & Co. to get it, but was told
that he was just too late, as they had sold the block to
. P arsons & Trip.
Finkelbaum went to Parsons & Trip with an offer of 61
for the stock, and they communicated with their young
customer, Arthur Forbes. . .
"Nay, nay, Pauline!" wrote Arthur, .back. "Hold on
to it till further notice."
So Parsons & Trip sent their messenger around to Cohen,
Finkelbaum & N ewburger with word that the ·shares were
not for sa.le at that price.

CHAPTER XI.
ARTH UR P F.RFOR"fS .AN HEROIC ACT.

That evening Arthm and Dirk 11aid a visit to the Cannon
Street neighborhood to see one of their old acquaintances,
a young printer, who lfred on the third -floor of one of the
tall tenements of the di8trict.
The three boys spent a rheerful eveni ng together, and
the visitorR were abont to tn l c their leave when suddenly
n big hu bbn b arose in t he bui lrl ing.
"What the dickens is the matter?" aRkec1 Dick, starting
to hi s feet.
"'J'he Mulli gans upst airs are having a party to-night,"
gri-nn ed the printer, " anr1 I woul dn't be ~urpri sed if it was
breaking up in a row. "
·
Th e boys listenctl and c011 lc1 hC'ar a babel of sounds above,
the overturning of furniture, a lot of scream ing from the
girl s. ·and a yelling and tumbling down stairs of a mob in
great confu s.i on.
Then crune a shrill scream of "Fire I"
The cry was taken up by others, runid a banging open of
doors, more screeching a.nc1 the deuce to pay generally.
"My gracious !" exclaim ed Arthur. "I believe the house
is on :fire."
"I hope not!" cried the printer, turning pale. "There's
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made one more mad attempt to mount1 the stairs, b:ut was
driven down again.
"Great heaven ! I can't get up thei e l She'll perish
in the most awful of deaths! Can nothing be don~ to sa~e
her?"
Re was now in great peril himself, for the stairs below
were thick with smoke as was the passage from which he
. "
m.
had been obliged to retreat into the room where he had
the evening.
spent
The boys ran to the window and looked out.
The :fire-escape is in front. Perhaps I can reach
"Ha!
A crowd was beginning to collect in the street, and everythat way."
floor
top
the
body was looking up at t]le :floor above.
He ran forward, threw up the window and stepped out.
The tenements opposite were alive with people in the
A roar from a hundred voices greeted his appearance .
. windows and on the fire-escapes, all looking over, and many
He now heard. the jangle of the engine bells, and, looking
of the gesticufating.
The racket in the hall increa~, anc1 the cry of "Fire!" up the street, saw a fire engine coming full tilt down the
crowded thoroughfare.
was frequently repeated, passing from lip to lip.
Another one swung around the corner just below.
They ran to the door, and the odor of burning wood w!IS
uproar and excitement was growing with every mo~
The
plainly distinguishable, while the smoke came rolling down
ment.
the st.airs.·
A score of voices roared at him to come down.
"We'd better get out while we've the chance," cried the
cast his eyes upward.
He
printer, making a dash for the stairs and going down three ·
smoke was rolling in dense volumes out of the winThe
steps at a time.
dows above, and tongues of :flames darted through them.
"What about that girl on the top floor?" cried Arthur,
As they cleared £or a moment he saw that smoke only
as Dick made a break for the staircase.
was :filtering out ,of the top :fl.oor.
"If she isn't out by this time she never will be," answered
With the agility of a monkey, he: darted up the escape.
Dick, excitedly. "Look at the smoke coming down. The
A ba.bel of cries went up from the street, and the tenewhole floor above must be in a blaze."
ments around, as his foolhar<ly action was observed.
A piercing scream came from fa.r abQIVe.
Nobody could understand what his object was.
"That must be her now!" cried Arthur. "We can't leave
As he reached the platform of the escape on the fourth
her to perish, Dick."
floor he was fairly engulfed by the smoke and fla;i:nes, and
"What can we do?" gasped Dick, choking and coughing for a moment was lost sight of.
from the smoke that was growing denser each moment.
But in a moment he was seen making his way fu the
"We must do something, ol~ man. Hark I Don't you :fifth floor.
hear her? My heaven, I can't leave her to perish without
Arriving at that platform he was seen to kick in the
an effort to save her."
panes of one of the windows, unfasten the catch and iift
"You can't get up there to save your life, Art, alfd if you the sash, then he disappeared inside of the building.
did. you'd never get down again. There's the flames now
"lie's lost!;, cried :fiity voic~.
all about the hall. Come on."
Arthur n1shed into a back room, where he beheld a
Arthur, however, instead of following his ~hum, ·who young and pretty girl beating on the bottom of the door
was already sta!"geririg half way down toward the second with her hands and moaning piteously.
floor, made a rush up the smoke-covered stairway toward
She had dragged herself !rom the bed, but could get no
the blazing floor, now all alight with the fast-increasing further.
:fire.
"Save me·! Oh, save me!" she cried, holding ouil her .
The screams of the poor girl that came down to him with arms to him.
f'I will," replied the boy, with heaving breasli.
harrowing intensity, appealing to all the chivalry of his
He grabbed up some of the bed clotheis, wrapped them
nature, urged him to attempt her rescue at the risk of his
about her, and seizing her in his strohg a:rms ran to the
own life.
But the barrier of flame and smoke wbicl:). opposed his front window and stepped out on the :6.re-esca.pe.
A roar like a tE]mp'est note smote -0n his Ml'!! as the crowd
gallant effort waa too much for him, and he was forced
·
below saw hiin and his burden.
back, half strangled and blinded.
A score of firemen were now dashing toward the building,
Had he been cooler he might easily have seen that it was
an uti;er impossibility for any one t,o reach the top floor and they, too, saw him.
But all escape £or him and the frightened girl seemed
by the stairs.
The smoke alone would have prevented it, but now the cut off by the flames pouring out through the windows of
fl.a.mes were bursting out fiercely and hungrily lapping the th~ floor below.
Wra,pping one end of th~ blanket a.bout the girl's ho d,
walls \nd floor of the hallway above.
With the girl's frantic screams ringing in his ears, he a.nd drawing in a long brooth hhAself he fairly slid down

a young girl with a broken leg on the top :floor. She'd
never be able to get out."
"Why not?" asked Arthur. "She isn't alone, is she?
Some of her folks will be sure to look after her."
"She and her father live in two rooms in front, and the
chances are he's down at the corner gin-mill, half soaked
by this time. I saw him go out just before you chaps came
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the ladder through the fire and fell in a heap on the hot
platform.
Staggering to ·his knees he crawled to the opening, and
~lindly groped for the second ladder.
The onlookers believed he had been overcome, and !!- shudder went through a hundred frames.
At.last he was seen to be working his way down through
the blinding smoke. to the platform he had originally left,
and a cheer went up from the mob.
He reached it, stood up and leaned, panting, over the
edge of the fire-escape railing.
Bracing his nerves for another e:ffort he gained the next
ladder and went down to the second floor platform with
his burden and into the arms of two firemen, who had just
pulled them'selves up there.
The girl was ta.ken from his arms and passed to the
street, and immediately after he was lowered, limp and insensible, hie face scorched and blackened, a.nd his hands
blistered and puffed up from the flames.
• 1 He did not hear the rousing cheer that greeted the successful termination of his gallant act, while he was borne,
under the admiring gaze· of hundreds of eyes, to a neighboring ·drug store, where he was followed by Dick, who
pushed his way in through the crowd blocking the doorway.

CHAPTER XII.
MABEL LATIMER . .

While the druggist and his assistant were bringing Arthur and the rescued .girl to their senses, Dick Bell was answering questions being put to him by a reporter.
At,. that moment a wild-eyed man fought his way, madly,
through the mob at tha door and got into the store.
"My child! My poor little girl! W'here is· she? Don't
tell me she is dead! Where is she, I say?" and he glared
at an officer, who had seized and held him back, struggling like a maniac.
"Your child is all right," he said. "Be quiet."
"J;et me see her!" cried the man, whose disheveled hair
and bloodshot eyes too clearly showed he was but half sober
at that moment.
·
"Father!" came a weak voice from the back room.
" You hear. She is calling me. Let me go to her. Let
me go!"
The officer led him around the counter and into•the
small room, the shelves of which ·were packed with bottles,
and boxes, and packages of drugs and other stuff connected.
with a drug store.
He dropped down beside his little girl and took her hand
gently in his and began to murmur broken sentences.
"I am. -safe, papa," she answered. him. "A brave boy
carried me down the fire-escape through the flames and
smoke."
"\.\There is the boy?" cried the wretched-looking m~n.
"I want to see him. I'm his friend for life."

WIN.

"Sure it's a fine-looking friend you'd make," muttered
the policeman, in a tone of disgust.
"The boy is outside in the store," replied the druggist.
The man got upon his feet and staggered into the store
where Arthur, now entirely recovered, was giving his story
to the reporter.
"You saved my child!"' cried the half-drunken : man,
grasping his hand and squeezing it. "I may be drunk,
but I'm a gentleman. A gentleman, und~rstand? I want
to thank you for saving my Mabel. I want you to understand I'm your friend-your friend for life."
"I don't want any thanks," replied Arthur. "I'm gl~d
1 got your child out. I just managed to do it by the skin
of my teeth, but what's the odds so long as I did it. She's
got a broken leg, I believe, and couldn't get out by herselt"
"Broken leg? You're right. You're a brave boy. Young
hero. Glad to know you. Name is Latimer-Ralph Latimer. What's yours?"
Arthur stknied at the name and looked hard
the
speaker.
He never would have recognized him as the man who had
called on Mr. Jepson the afternoon before.
But after a cl0ser look he saw a certain resemblance
which told llim that this was the same man, indeed.
"So you are Ralph Latimer, are you?" Arthur said.
"I'm Ralph Latimer. Once a gentleman, now-well, the
less said about the matter the better, but some people would
call me a bum-a drunkard. But I drink no more. I'm
done with it. Might have lost my little girl-my only
friend; cause I was lushing at the corner instead of being
at home to protect her. You saved her. You're a gentleman. What's your name?"
"My name is Forbes-Arthur Forbes."
"Your name is Forbes?. Na.me is famili.a.t. Knew a
man by that name once. Hate to say it, bl'lt I sent him to
prison-State's prison, understand? Too bad, for he
wasn'tr-never mind. Can't interest you. You're another
Forbes. Brave boy and a hero. Never forget you if I live
to be hundred-never, understand? "
"I want' to have a talk with you when you get sober, Mr.
Latimer."
"Talk with you as long as you like. Name time and
place, I'll be there. I'll be all right to-morrow. Sober as a
judge, understand?"
Arthur consider(ld how he could make the appointment.
"Where are you going to take your daughter to-night?"
he asked.
"Don't know. Somebody 'round neighborhood will take
her in till I can raise the money .t o get another place.
Busted now, but know where to get wad. Regular gold
mine. Don't dare refuse, or make things hot. Don't' mind
me," with a foolish grin. "Talking through my hat. Always do when under influence."
"Well, you go out and :find a place for your da.ught.er to
stay, and my friend and I will help you move her," said
Arthur.
"I'll do it. You're a gentleman. Brave bOy. o.:e you
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for saving my Mabel. Never forget favor long as I live,
understand?"
"Wait a moment," said Arthur, a.s Latimer started to
go. "~ay," to the assistant in the store, "can't you give
this man something to sober him up a bit?"
''I'll give him something that'll help him, I guess," was
the answer.
The clerk prepared a drink and brought it to Latimer.
"What's this?" the man asked. "Give it name."
"Never mind the name. Drink it down and it will liven
you up."
·Latimer looked a~ it suspiciously~
"It's all right," said Arthur. "It will do you good."
·"All right, if you say so. Do anything for you," and
he ·swallowed the mixture.
-'.rhen he.,left the store, and Arthur went back into the
small room ·where Mabel Latimer, now quite recovered, had
been asking for him.
·· She was a sweet-faced girl of nearly .fifteen years, with
·hazel eyes and nut-brown hair.
There was an air oi' refinement about her that contrasted
strangely with her lowly position in life, and she looked to
be more than ordinarily intelligent.
She held out her hand to Arthur with a smile that seemed
almost angelic to the boy.
"You saved my hfe," she said, in a low, sweet voice. "I
thank you from my heart. Oh, you don't .know what I suffered until you came. I thought I would be burned to
death. I could only crawl as far as the closed door. I
pounded and screamed, but no one seemed to heax me. I
could smell the thick smoke and feel the heat of the flames
in my face, and hear the crackling of the wood. It was
dreadful-dreadful. I ·shall never, never forget it as long
as I live.'' ..
-: '~I am very glad I was at hand to render you this service,"
replied Arthur.
'·"You a,re so brave--.so noble," she said, gratefully. "You
ri8ked your life for me when everybody el. e in the house
ran away. Yo do not live there. You are nicely dressed,
an!.l so different from the people in this neighborhood. You
saw the fire from the street and came up to save me, did
you not? How could you know that I was lying helpless
on_,the top fl.oo.r ?"
I
"I used t-0 live in Cannon Street, and was visiting a
friend on the third floor when the fire broke out. I heard
that a girl with a broken leg was on the top floor. I heard
you scream for help. I simply couldn't let you perish
without making an effort in your behalf. That' all there
is to it, and I hope you won't think about the matter any
n10re."
"Oh, but I can't help thinking about it, and about you.
You believe I am deeply grateful to you, don't you?" wistfully.
"Sure I do. You will oblige me by 'letting it go at
that."
"But you will call and see me when we have a new place
to live. You won't mind father. He drinks, but he is
gooa to me. It would have killed him if I had been burned
(
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up. He has been unfortunate. We were better off once, but
since mother died everything has changed, and we have
been growing poorer and poorer. Yoh will let me see you
again, won't you?"
"Certainly. And I want you to do me a favor, Miss
Mabel."
"Oh, I will do anything for yoo IV
"Then don't let your father forget that he h~ promised
to give me an interview. You will remind him to-morrow,
for he may forget when the excitement is over. ~ will be
around to see him to-morrow night. It is very importiµ1t

to me."
"I will see that he moots you if you will select a place,"
·ho said, with just a mite of wonderment in her eyes at the
boy's eagerness :for an appointment with h~ father.
"He }ijlS gone to find a place where you can b~ removed
to temporarily. I will caxry you there, and it will be there
I will call to-morrow night."
"I understand," replied the girl, earnestly. "I shall be
glad to see you, too."
Ralph Latimer now reappeared.
He appeared to be a good bit more sober than when he
left the store.
"A :family down the block will take my daughter in and
keep hex awhile till I can get rooms," he said. "I will
carry her down there, and you must come with us, , young
man. I want to talk to you."
"I'll carry her for you," said Arthur.. "Or would you
rather your father should?" he asked, turning to the girl.
"I should like you to carry me, if you are willing. I'm
afraid father is--"
"Oh, I'm all right, little one!" said Latimer. "But he
can carry you, if he wants to. He won't get away, then,
before I can talk with him."
"Wait for me here, Dick," said Arthur. "I will be back
soon."
Wrapping the blanket well about Mabel La.timer, Arthur
raised her in his arms and, preceded by her father, left the
store, pushed his way through the curious throng of spec~
tors who were watching the fire, now almost out.
·

.

CHAPTER XIII.
ARTHUR TAKES 'rHE BULL BY THE HORNS.

The family who had agreed to shelter Mabel received lier
with many expressions of sympathy.
They were poor people, like the majority of those living
in that district, but they were good-hearted, _and were always eager to alleviate distress when it lay in their power
to do so.
Arthur bade Mabel good-night, and promised to see her
on the following night.
Ralph Latimer followed him to the sidewalk.
"soo· here, young man, you've done me a great service,
and I want you to know that I'm grateful for it."
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" YO'll' ve already thanked me," replied the boy.
"Maybe I have; but I guess I was not myself at the time,
a.nd I don't know what I said. It won't do any haxm to
thank you again. I s'pose you think ~'m a hard case. I
rlon't look like a gentle~, do I ?"
" Clothes doesn't always count," said Arthur, evasively.
" It isn't that. It's ,drink. Drink has been my curse."
"Why don't y«rn give it up, then?"
" Why don't I :fly to the moon? Because I can't. Booze
ha s got me down, and is holding me down. I'd do a.ny! hing in my power for my Mabel's sake, but to save my life
T can't st.op drinking. I've tried to-tried hard, but it's
no go. It fetchce me every time."
"Will you go to a sanitarium if I pay your way there?"
"Sanitarium t You pay my way ! What do you mean?
You speak as if you had money to burn. What interest can
YOU take in a man who, even if he was once a gentleman,
has now sunk so low as to ha-ve to live in the meanest apartments and slewly break .his child's heart because the fiend
of intemper~ce has fastened his clutches into him and will
not let go? No, young m!ln, I am past cure. If there wa.s
any hope or chance for me my Mabel would save me. But
she can't do it. I'm cursed, and perhaps I deserve it. Suppose I told you that I swore a man's character, aye, his life,
away, for the disgrace of the prjson stripes I fastened upon
him killed him, and that I knew at the time that this man
was innocent, what would you say? That I a.m only reap·
ing the seed that I sowed. You'd say that, wouldn't you?"
" You can swear that he was innocent?" cried Arthur,
· trembling with excitement.
Ralph Latimer seemed suMenly to recollect himself, for
he paid no attention to the question, but turned the matter
off with an unpleasant laugh.
Arthur, however, was aroused, ·and he determined to force
the issue with Latimer then and there, instead of waiting
till another time as he had arranged in his mind to do.
He relied upon the man's gratitude, which seemed to. be
~in cere, to win him over.
At any rate, he thought it better to work the iron while
it was hot, as the saying is.
" Look here, Mr. Latimer, :iwu say that you're grateful
to .me for saving your daughter's life."
"Grateful! Young man, I couldn't tell you how gratef uI I am if I talked all night."
·'You mean that?"
"I do mean it, &8 heaven is my judge. Do you dou ht it?"
" J believe yon, but I wan.t you to prove it."
" You want me in prove it?" replied Latimer, sl.owly.
" T do. You can do me favor--"
.. I'll do a.ny favor in my power. What is it?"
" I want you to tell me the true story of George Forbes
-the man who was tried for a crime of which he was innocent, and who was convicted on your evidence."
Rn.lph Latimer regarded his questioner for a moment in
speer hless consternation.
''You want to know the story of George Forbes!" he exdaimecl . hoarsely. "What do yoUi, want to leaxn about him?
\\'hat was he to you?"
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."He was my father."
"Your father!" gasped the man, fairly staggered.
"Yes, my father. Tell me the truth, I beg of you. Tell
me what crime he was accused of. Why was he accused,
and whether Andrew Jepson was at the bottom of the conspiracy to ruin him."
"How do you lmow I can tell you anytb4ig ?" a:sked
Latimer, doggedly.
"I know you can. Your own admissions to-night satisfy
me tha,t you can, if you will, clear my father's memory of
the stain that rests upon it. Do this in gratitude for the
peril I faced to-night in behalf of your da:rtghtei:. . D.o it,
and I will see that your future and that of your daughter
is provided for."
A strange expression came over Latim~r's face.
"I know more about you than you think, Mr. Latimer,"
continued Arthur. "I know that you were in Mr. Jein
son's office in Wall Street yesterday afternoon. , I know . yo~
threatened to tell all you knew aboot the Forbes .affair_:_
those were the words you used to him-unless he gave you·
$100, and you got the money. I know that ~1 ou were the
chief witness against my father at the trial I want you
to tell me, his son, the whole story. A moment ago you
said you were reaping the harvest of the seed you sowed.
That you deserved the curse which had fallen upon you.
You said, practically, that the dfagrace of tbe prison stripes
killed the man whose liberty you falsely swore away. Mr.
Latimer, will you do my dead father justice?"
Ralph Latimer listened to Arthur Forbes's impru:;sioned
appeal with conflicting emotions.
He saw that he was driven into a corner.
That he had, to some extent, incrimina.ted himself.
Besides, he owed this, boy a debt of gratitude tbat he now
had the chance to pay.
Bt1t if he made a clean breast of his guilty knowledge
he would kill the golden goose that promised so much for
the future.
Still this boy had said that he would take care of hjpi
a.nd his child.
He must have money, then.
"How do you know I was at Mr. Jepson'.& office yester·
day?" he asked, curiously.
"Because I saw you there."
"You saw me?"
"I did, and spoke to you."
A light broke in on Mr. Latim~r'Somind.
1
"I thought 1 had seen your face before. You were the
clerk at the desk."
"I was."
"And you listened to our conversation?"
"No, I did not. But I could not help hearing a few
w:ords, for you spoke so loud that any one in the reception·
room could hear you."
Latimer said nothing more for a moment or two. '
He seemed to be considering.
At length he decided upon his line of action.
"Come with me," he said, grasping Arthur by the arm.
"This is no place to talk confidentially."
J
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He led the boy down a side street till they came to a
vacant space that was boarded up.
There was no street lamp near, and their figures were
in the shadow.
·
"Look here, my boy, you saved my daughter's life tonight; in return for that I'm going to tell you all you
want -to kno.w."
"You shall lose nothing by, it, Mr. Latimer. You will
be provided for in a more honorable way than bleeding
Andrew Jepson on the strength of your ociminal hold upon
him. I have. a good deal of money for a boy of my age,
and I would spend every cent of it to see justice accorded
my wronged father."
"Never mind about that. I know what my Mabel would
say if she knew what you have asked me t~ do for you.
She is an angel, and I am not deserving of the love I know
she bears for me-a mere wreck of a once respectable mah.
I'm going to tell you everything,. and if you bring a charge
against Andrew Jepson I'll go on•the stand and swear to
the truth of it, if I am sent to prison £or perjury."
"I hope you will never be sent to prison by me, Mr.
Latimer," replied Arthur. "For the sake of your daughter,
as well as the gratitude I 'shall bear toward you for clearing my father's name, I will shield you from the consequences of your false swearing. Do not fear. You will
be sa.fe."

CHAPTER XIV.
THE CONFESSION OF RALPH J,ATIMER.

"Nine yeaJ'S ago your father was cashier for Cohen,
Finkelbaum & N ewburger, the Exchange Place brokers.
You know the firm?"
·" I do," replied Arthur, breathlessly.
"I was their heaci bookkeeper• at the time, and a close
friend of George Forbes, whom I always liked, because he
was a good-hearted fellow, and as honest as the day is
long."
"You were his friend, and yet you--"
"Betrayed him? Yes. I don't deny it. I helped to ruin
him."
"Why did you do this?" regarding Latimer with a feeling of resentment.
"Why? Because I was well pi}id for my pa;rt in the conspiracy."
·
'
"You mean to say that you profited by my father's
downfall?"
"I did. I needed the money. I was something of a high
roller in those days. I had acquired expensive habits, which
my salary would not cover. Besides, I had just married,
and the scale on which I attempted to live got me head
over heels in debt. I was being pushed 'to the wall by my
creditors. At that unlucky time I was approached by a
man, then a struggling broker, but now one of the eminent
'
lights in the Street--"
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"You mean Andrew Jepson?"
"He was the man."
"And I have looked upon him as my best friend!" cried
the boy, with a shudder.
"How is that?" asked Latimer,"m some lilU'ptise.
"No matter. Go on."
"I had been speculating in the mar1'e£ Through him. M.v
last deal had resulted disastrously, md I owed him a baJ- .
ance I couldn't pay. He took advantage of that fact, as
well as the knowledge of my manner of livhlg, which he had
taken pains 1o investigate, to make me understand that I
was under his thumb. That a word from him to my eniployers would result in my instant discharge. ;He had me
where the hair is short, and I was at his mercy. Then he
conficlecl to me that he owed George Forbes a grudge-why,
I have never known."
"But I know," broke in Arthur, impetuously.
"YOU do?"
"Yes. But proceed."
"It was his purpose to ruin Forbes, and he said I must
help him do it. I objected,..but he turned the screws on me,
and then held out a golden bait to silence my scruples. To
cnt the matter short, I agreed to do as he wanted."
"And that was-~" breathed Arthur.
"To substitute a forged bond for a g.enuine one in a
package of securities, then go to M;r. Finkelbaum with a
story which would lead to an investigation that would cause
suspicion to fall on George Forbes who had charge of the
signed and unsigned bonds of the new railroad company, of
which Mr. Finkelbaum was the president. ·Gtipies of Mr.
Finkelbaum's ·signature, ana of the signatures of the vi_cepresident and treasurer of the railroad, company were found
hidden away in Forbes's tlesk. I had put them there."
"You I" cried the, boy, in horror.
"It was part of the evidence provided by Mr. Jepson to
incriminate your father.
"Then you did n~ forge them yourself?"
"No. Andrew Jepson did everything in that line, for
he was a clever penman. It was well that I had no hand
in it, for my evidence was impeached at the trial and a
dozen speaimens of my handwriting was examined by an
expert in the interest of the defense. in order to establish
the prisoner's plea of criminal co,nspiracy· against him. In
the end I went on the stand and swore that I had seen
George Forbes copying the signatur~ from the genuine
origjnals. In his own defense he swore to the contrary.
but the jury believed me with the evidence of the forged
bond before them, and your father ,was convicted:"
"It was infamous!" exclaimed Arthur, in a burst of indignation.
"It was, I admit," replied Ralph Lathner, with a penitent expression on his face.
"Poor father! What he must have suffered!" said the
boy, in a broken voice.
"He suffered deeply, I've no doubt, but nothing to the
pangs of remorse that afterward assailed me. On the night
I heard of his death I walked the streets till daylight-a haunted man. Haunt£ by the unquench~ble memory
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of the Judas-like act which had brought his ruin. From
that day I took to drinking deeply in an unavailable effort
to escape from myself. ' I broke my wife's heart," a. sob
'shook his voice, "and I have brought misery and sorrow
to my only child. '11 0-night I left her alone, helpless as
she is, in the top floor of that tenement-and I have done
the same, night after night-to £11 my worthless carcass
with liquor .at a common corner gin-mill. But for you she
would now be a blackened corpse, and I a wretched, brokenhearted mourner. Boy, do what , you will with this confession. I am ready to put it down, with every particular,
on paper and sign it before a notary. .And if you prosecute Andrew J epson, I will go before the grand jury and
tf;stify to my shar~ in this conspiracy. I fear, though, you
can do nothing_ unless you could discover the original bond,
which I brought to him so that he could duplicate it on
one of the unsigned blank bonds. It is probable that he
destroyed it after he used it. I should imagine he is "too
artful a scoundrel to keep such a thing long in his possession. The police, of course, searched your father's hmne
for it, and, naturally, did not £nd it. It's disappearance
was made one of the principal features by the lawyer for
the def~nse, but did not avail."
"What was this bond?" asked Arthur, with curious interest.
•
"It was bond 113, o:f the 0. & L. B. R. R. o:f New Jersey."
"Mr. Latimer, I want you to write out your statement,
down to the minutest particular, swear to it before a recognized notary and give it to me when I call down here to' morrow night. Will you do this?"
"I will. You will :find me with my daughter, and I
shall be waiting for you." '
"Very well. Do you want any money?"
"No. I have :fifteen or twenty dollars left o:f the money
I got out o:f Jepson. I shall give that to my daught.er, that
~ may not have the price t.o gratify the thirst that is :forever upon me." ·
·
In the meantime, Dick Bell waited with increasing impatience at the drv.g store :for his chum to return;
An hour passed and still there was no sign o:f him.
The fire was all out and the engines had gone back to
their houses.
"He must have fallen into the sewer," growled the wearied boy. "This is worse than waiting :for your mother-inlaw to go home. Geel It's twenty minutes past eleven.
I wonder i:f he hasn't :forgott.en that he left me here. I:f
he doesn't show up in five minutes, blamed i:f I don'~"
At that moment Arthur walked into the store.
"Suffering tadpoles I Where have you been all this
time?" demanded Dick,. with a look of virtuous indignation.
"I've been doing the business of my life," replied his
friend.
'
" I should think you was. Why, you've been gone an
hour and ten minutes."
'' Well, are you ready to go home?"
"I've been ready for an hour."
"Then come along.''-

They left the store at a brisk walk.
"You haven't tol<l ·me what detained you," asked Dick,
curiously.
''I'll tell you' one of these days."
"'l'hat's a polite hint that it's none o:f my business."
"Don'~ get riled, Dick. You know I'd tell you if I
didn't have a good reason for keeping mum . It was simply a private family matter."
Dick was satisfied, and soon afterward they i:eached an
underground station and took a train :for the Bronx.

CHAPTER X V.
,
BOND

113,

C. & J,. B. R. R.

. The- efforts made by the broker employed by Mrs. I sidore
Finkelbaum to purchase 1,000 shares o:f 0. & G. on the Exchange only brought 100 to the surface, and he had to give
65 for it.
•
It served to draw at~ention to the stock, and several other
brokers tried to get some of it, which resulted in uncovering a few hundred more shares at different figmes, th e
highest being 70, under lively bidding.
Arthur had something more important to engage his attention than the fa.te o:f his latest venture, though all his
money was invested in it, still he did not entirely forget his
stock interests in his anxiety to right hi s fath er's good
name.
Even if he had, Dick would have jostled his memory, for
Dick kept a close eye on the upward flight of 0. & G.
When the ticker recorded the 70 mark he congratulated
himself that so :far he was $10,000 ahead on the deal.
"And just to think Art is $30,000 to the good. I wonder when he means to close out? I must ask him when we
go to lunch."
Arthur had Ralph Latimer's sworn confession locked up
at home, and he spent much time considering what use he
would make o:f it.
Although the boy endeavored to treat Andrew Jepson
with t~e same politeness as formerly, he did not wholly
succeed.
His :feelings toward the man who had brought about the
ruin o:f his dear :father were bitter indeed, b_u t 'he hesitated
to use the evidence he had in his possession, lest it be insufficient to accomplish the object he aimed at.
"If I only knew whether that original bond of the 0. &
L. B. R. R. was in existence I'd move heaven and earth to
get hold o:f it. With that in my hands I could bring Mr.
Jepson to the bar of justice and clear the stain :from :fa.ther's name."
But the longer Arthur pondered upon the matt.er the
slimmer grew the hope that the bond was in existence.
"There seems little doubt but that he destroyed it. A
man of his character would hardly keep such an incriminating bit o:f evidence about when its usefulness had ceased.
Still, you never can tell. The smartest criminals make mistakes that lead, sometimes, to their ultimate undoing. I'd
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give every dollar I own in the world to find that bond, for
without it I fear Latimer's confession will not avail me."
'l'his was the condition of affairs when, two days later,
)fr. Jepson called Arthur into his private office and asked
him to help him move his desk out from the wall, as he
had accidentally pushed a st9ck certificate behind it.
The boy obeyed the request, and when the desk had been
moved he saw the certificate on the floor on the top of a
layer o.t. dust which had been accumulating £or years.
"Pick it up and lay it on my desk," said his employer,
walking out into the reception-room to take a look at the
ticker.
Arthur picked up the certificate.
Then he noticed another document almost wholly smothered in the du st .
Wondering what it was, he picked it up and knocked the
dirt from it by beating it against the back 0£ the desk.
· Opening it, he recognized the familiar appearance of a
bond.
·
'
One sharp glance at the engraved name at the head of
the sheet and his heart almost stood still.
It was a C. & L. B. Railroad bond.
And the number was 113.
He knelt there gazing upon the document as if fascinated
and unable to stir.
How long he would have remained in this condition i£
his employer's voice in the reception-room had not broken
the charm we cannot say, but With a start he refolded the
bond in haste and thrust it into his pocket, just as Mr.
Jepson re-enf;ered his private office.
Then he sprang up, laid the certificate upon the desk
and waited £or the broker to give him a hand to lift the
heavy desk back to its former position. against the wall.
This done, he returned ·to his own desk in the recepti~n
ro()m, in a curious state 0£ mental tumult.
·He could hardly believe that the fateful bond 113 was
achially in bis possession, and he 11ad to ta.ke it from his
pock_et and warily examined it once more before he was
certaip that he.really had the missing link 0£ evidence. ·
That night he went clown to the neighborhood of Can.non
Street to see Ralph Latimer and, incidenta.lly, Mabel, between whom and him nelf had already grown a strong bond
0£ Rympathy and friendship.
There was not a suitable place in the tenement where
Mabel was still staying for them to indulge in conversation of a confidential nature, so they went to the spot outside
the boarded lot, where they had held their first interview.
Ralph Latimer was entirely ignorant of the fact that he
had been shadowed by two different men in turn whenever
he appeared on the street that day.
Andrew Jepson, recognizing that his blackmailer. was a
disagreeable as well as aangerous problem, had resolved
to squelch him.
,His plan was to kidnap Latimer at a suita.ble opportunity
and sequester him in a private sanitarium for incurable
drunkards, where he would be encouraged to drink himself
to.death and thus wind up his worthless career.
When Arthur and Latimer came out of the tenement to
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seek a quiet spot to ta.lk, they were followed down to the
fence by one of he men who had been employed by the
broker to watch the latter.
This person couldn't get within earshot of his quarry
without being observed.
Just the same, he was eager to learn what the boy had to
say to Latimer, or wl).at Latimer had to say to the boj.
He decided to get behind the board fence, if he could,
without his presence being discovered.
H e accomplished this by entering one 0£ the buildings
adjoining the lot, passing through the hallway to the rear
and climbing over the narrow fence.
Dropping into the vacant lot, he made his way toward ·
the front fence and foun,d a convenient knot-hole close
to the sl>ot where Arthur and Latimer stood.
• ·
H e was thus enabled to overhear all they said.
The boy was telling his ally how he had found the longmissing bond 113, of the C. & L. B. R. R., behind Mr.
J epson's desk.
"You are quite Sure it is the right bond, my lad?" cried
Latimer, eagerly. .
"I'm quite certain it is the one you spoke to me about.
However, you can see for ypurself, for I brought it with
me to show you."
"Let me see it. I shall know it in a moment," exclaimed
Latimer, in a tone of considerable excitement. " If it is
the bond we ha,ve Jepson in our power at last, and with
my assistance you can push him to the wall. H e will have
to answer to the charge 0£ forgery himself, and his conviction will clear your father's memory of the stain I
helped to bring upon it."
Arthur handed him the bond, which he unfolded with
shaking fingers .
.•
One swift glance over the paper, while the boy held a
lighted match in his fingers to illumine the document, and
J,atimer was satisfied as 'to its identity.
"It is the bond !" he shouted, exultantly, handing it b11:ck.
"Now, Andrew Jepson, look out for yourse~f. Wall Street
will soon know you for what you are-a :forger and a
scoundrel." '
"I shall put your sworn statement aiid this bond in the
hands of a reputable lawyer and let him arrange lor the
prosecution o.f Mr. J epson through the distri~-attorney's
office."
"
"That will be the proper way. But be careful that you
select an honest lawyer-one who won't sell you out. Remember, Andrew Jepson has money to burn now, and he'll
burn it fast enough to try and save his repUtation and himself from the State prison. He'd give a hundred thousand
dollars to get that bond back into his hands, and there are
liots of lawyers who would find it greatly to their advantage to come to a private arrangement with him."
"How could they? You don't suppose I would stand
for any funny business, do you?" cried Arthur, energetically.
•
"What could you do if the bond happened to be reported
as mislaid? The blame would probably be saddled on a·
clerk--possibl_y a confidential one, who would receive a
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slice of the boodle and then be quietly shipped off to Europe
for a year or two until the trouble blew over. Yoo could
make trouble for Jepson, of course. The. charge would be
ventilated in the press, but Jepson would deny and poohpooh it, and his money and reputation would save him as
the. incriminating bond could not be produced against him .
Take my advice. Keep that document 1lllder lock and key
at your ,home till yMt have looked over the field and selected your lawyer. There is no need of undue haste.
Jepson doesn't kn~w what is hanging over him so you have
no cause to fear him. Go slow and make sure of y<>ur
game."
· "I will set on your advice. I have a safe at home to
which I and my mother each have a key. Your conf~ion
is there. I Will place this bond with it as soon as I get
home."
"Do so. When shall I see you again?"
"I can't sa.y now f:lut I am pretty sure to call Sunday
a rternoon, as I promised Mabel I would see her then. If
you get rooms before Sunday, send a letter to me at the
office, enclosmg your new address."
They walked back to the tenement and shortly separated.

Mr.

CHAPTE.R XVI.
:AT :MR. JEPSON'S MEROY.

At eleven o'cl',ock next morning a smoothly shaven man
of fifty called at Mr. J epson's office and asked to see the
brokell.
·
He handed tl!i.e office boy a card, and while he was waiting to be admitted to the private office, Arthur noticed him,
and judged he must be a new customer, or some out.aide
aequaintance ot his employer's, for he had not seen him at
the office before.
The v:iairor wa8 shown into the sanctum and the door
closed behind him. .
:S:e remained there some little time, and several of the
regular customers were compelled to cool their heels in
the reception-room before he came out and went away.
"His business :must have been important," thought Arthur, as he followed the stranger to the door with his eyes.
It was, indeed, _o1 the greatest importance-to Mr. Jepson.
The caller was none other than the man who had followed Latimer and Arthur when they left the tenement together the preoed.mg evening, and had afterwards played
the part of ea~e.o;thopper bcliind the fence, drinking in
every word of thir c<>nversation.
He had ftJl excellent memory, that was part of his business,
and he reported to the astonished and dumfounde~ broker
that morning all that had passed .between his clerk and the
man he and his associate had been employed to shadow.
Mr. Jepson was certainly staggered to learn that Arthur
Forbes was hot on his trail, and had at last, in the most
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remarkable manner, obtained the necessary evidence to
bring him to justice.
But if Arthur was the foxiest boy in .the Street, Mr. Jepson was equally foxy as a m,an.
He had the advantage, too, inasmuch as he was now
aware of what he was up against, and like a wise general
and strategist, he proceeded to plan the discomfiture of his
young antagonist.
Tb,efe was nothing in Mr. J epson's manner the rest of
the day in his intercourse with his clerk that gave rise to
the faintest suspicion in Arthur's mind that anything wai
wrong.
If anything, Mr. Jepson was even more suave and
friendly toward Arthur than ever.
The broker usually went home at abou.t three o'clock.
This :particular afternoon found him apparently very
busy at that hour.
.
Four o'clock came and Arthur got ready to leave for
the day.
•.
Mr. Jepson, however, came out of his office and said he
would probably need his services until five.
Of course, that was equivalent to a command to remain,
and he did so.
He signalled Dick by pushing his button, and in a few
minutes his chum, ready to go home himself, came \ up to
see him.
"I've got to stay an hour, if not longer," said Arthur,
"so you'd better go home by yourself."
"No," replied Dick, "I'll wait for you. I've got an interesting book down in the office I picked up second-hand
to-day, and I'm just stuck on reading it. It'll keep me
interested tlll you're ready to go. Ring me up as soon as
you are done work, and I'll meet you in the corridor below."
"All right," replied Arthur, and Dick returned to. Jl.~s
office, and was ·soon, deeply absorbed in the adventur~ of
three boys who had been wrecked, Robins<>n 9rusoe fM.hion,
on an uninhabited island.
•
. -1
')j
An hour and a half passed away unheeded by him; the
jan°itor came in, swept and dusted, and went
again, and
he had reached an exciting part of the story when suddenly from under his desk came a long, continuous ring of
his elec;tric bell-the danger signal.
Dick jumped to his feet as if some one had smote him
/•
an unexpected blow.
His book fell to the floor and he stood for an instant as
if by some enchantment he had l)een transformed into a
graven image.
Again came that long ring, lDOre sonorous and insistent
than before-like a cry for help from his comra.c;le.
"My heaven! That's our danger signal, sure en<>ugh.
There's something wrong upstairs. Arthur said he never
would give it except in a case of dire emergency. I'll telephone the police to come here at once.
He rushed to the instrument and was soon in communication with the Old Sli:p station.
I l\ the meantime, let us go back a little ,while.
1 t fi ye o'clock, when all but Arthur and Mr. Jepson were
gon e, lh a janitor came in to clean up.
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Mr. Jepsc:>n hoord him enter and headed him off.
" We shall be busy here till after six," he told the man,
slipping half a dollar into his h!Uld.
"Thank you, sir. I'll let the place go until morning,"
replied the janitor, who then went on upstairs.
. Ten minutes later the door opened and admitted the
smooth-faced . caller of the morning.
He was accompanied by a companion, who sported a
moustache, and they went right into the private office, caJ'efully closing the door behind them.
Fi r e minutes more passed away, then the door of the
private office opened and the two men, followed by Mr.
J epson, came into the reception-room.
One of the visitors went to the door as if about to go,
but he didn' t.
H e simply turned the key in the lock ancl then came toW!!rd Artlnn"s desk.
Before t he ·boy r eaJized th at anything out of the ordinary
was on the tapi s, the two men seized him and proceeded,
in spite of his stru ggles, to bind him to his chair, while
~fr. J epson threw a folded towel about his mouth and chin ,
and thtis cut off any chance of hi s calling for help.
His right arm was left ,mfettered for reasons that soon
tr~pired, and the clear-heaclecl boy, throt1gh wl1ose brain
thought fl ew with lightning-like rapidity, took advantage of
the fact to push the electric button concealed under his desk
and give the danger signal to his chum in the office below.
The action passed unnoticed, for Mr. Jepson had no
\rnowledge of the contrivance the boys had arranged to establish communication between themselves.
Mr. Jepson now spoke.
"Arthur, I;m sorry to have to use you in this manner,
I
bnt you know that self-preservation is the first law of nature. You have obtained. possession of a. document in this
o~.ce, which con_cerns me greatly. I must get it back. You
kno1V .what that document is, and I propose to make you
give it up, or ¥1atters will take a painful and unpleasant
course with you ." ·
He spoke s~rnly, and Arthur, recognizing the gravity of
hi~ , position, jnanaged to send in his second call for help
to the office un..derneath.
"'~ou are .a smart boy, Arthur, a. very smart boy, but
you failed to measure well the man you are up against.
Your object is most praiseworthy-you wish to remo~e the
stain from your father's name. It would me~t · my unqualified approval , but for the fact that the evidence you
propose to :use toward this end is dangerous to me. . ·I expect to marry your mother inside of fifteen days-I ho}d
l\er written promise to become Mrs. Jepson within six
months from date, and the six months are now almost expired. It would be cruel of you to spoil the purpose of my
life, for I've set. my heart on marrying your mother, and
I don't propose to be balked, especially now at the eleventh
hour. Therefore, my dear boy, I want you to sign this
paper, authorizing your mother to go to the house safe
where the two documents are deposited, get them out and
deliver them to the bearer of this order. It is a mere
s~roke . of_ the~' and when the papers are in my hands
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you will be relieved from all further inconvenience," aiH1
Mr. J epson laid the order he had written down on the desk
before Arthur, and, leaning forward, took up a penhold er,
dipped the nib in the ink bottle and held it toward his helpless prisoner.

CHAPTER XVII.
CONCLUSION.

Mr. Jepson had spoken very sua.vely, b tie felt that he
was master of the situation. ·
He did not tell Arthur, however, wba~ :would happen
after he got the papers.
He simply gave the boy the impressio:u. tbai he would
be permitted to go free.
.
But such was not the broker's intention.
Ife was no such fool.
11 is purpose was to drug the boy, have him taken away to
ct certain sanitarium where he would be kept a close prisoner until afwr Mr. Jepson had married Mi;s. Forbes,
while in the meantime he would quiet the little widow by
telling her that he had sent her son away on an important
mission~ which would detain him maybe a month.
Mr. ~ epson calculated that as soon as he was the widow's
husband, Arthur, with the knowledge that his sole piece of
evidence haµ been destroyed, w<>uld, for his mother's sake,
refrain from making any useless trouble, after which the
broker hoped to conciliate hlm by sending him to college
nncl allowing him a liberal income.
It was a neat bit of scheming, but it was destined to fail ,
as it deserved to.
"Now, Arthur, I beg you to sign," continued Mr. Jepson .
Arthur, however, was in no hurry to do so.
To sigri that order on his mother, who he knew would
comply at once with its requirements, meant the death-blo\\'
to his cherished plans.
He must play for delay.
Mr. Jepson, however, was in no humor to waste ti m<·
over this thing.
· Delay was dangerous, and he wasn't taking any rno1 C'
chances than he could help.
"Arthur, do not think that I am to be ti:ifled with . J
hate to use harsh means with you, but unless you instantly
sign that paper I must proceed to use physical persuasion
of an unpleasant nature."
Holding back the boy's head, he twist.eel a part of the
towel about Arthur's neck in such a way that by giving
it an additional turn a suffocating preS.sure would be
brought to bear on his windpipe.
, As an indication of what the lad might expect, he gave
the towel a turn, and Arthur, in a moment, began to gasp
for breath.
Having illustrated his purpose, the broker let up on his
victim.
·

>
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Arthur felt that he would have to · give in or be half
After the settlement had been made and the check was
strangled.
in Arthur's hands, he and Dick squared up.
Arthur's profits were $60,000 and Dick's $20,000.
H bis chum had understood his signal ancl sent for the
The day that Arthur went before the grand jury to
police, help would arrive too late.
testify
against Mr. J epsoh, he and Dick entered into arti"Sign!" demanded Mr. Jepson, holding the pen holder
cles o~ co-partnership as Wall Street brokers.
toward the boy. "Sign, or--"
.
Mr. Jepson was never brought to.trial.
He got no further, for at that moment a key rattled in
He committed suicide when he realized that his conthe lock, the door was suddenly slammed open, and Dick
viction was enevitable.
Bell, followed by two policemen, entered the room.
It was found, when his will was read, that he had left
Mr. Jepson and his two associates were taken completely
by surprise, and before they r~covered their presence of Mrs. Jessie Forbes the bulk 0£ his property "as a partial
mind 'they were in the hands 0£ the officers, backed up by atonement for the wrong he had done her husband and
the consequent pdvation and trouble she h~ suffered for
the janitor and Dick.
.I
r 1
'
,
Of course, Mr. Jepson attempted to. throw a bluff, but it years in consequence:"
H e also left to Arthur, £or whom he P..xpressed great addidn't go £or a cent, £or when Arthur was released from
miration,
a written acknowledgment of his' &nilf in the
his bonds he ordered the officers to take the three prisoners
Forbes affair, completely exonerating the ni,'emory of ·the
to the station.
unfortunate victim of hia perfidy-George Forbes:
He and pick _went along as . a matter 0£ course, and on
Arthur persuaded Ralph Latimer to go to a sanitarium
t4eir arrival at the stati~n Arthur made a formal charge
for the cure 0£ drunkards, and while he remained there
against his.employer, and against the other two men as acMabel bechne an inmate of the Forbes home.
cessories.
Eventually, Latimer overcame.his thirst for liquor, and
The boy also intimated that he had a more serious charge
went ·to• work £or Forbes & Bell, stock brokers, as their
yet to bring against the broker-the charge 0£ forgery, and
bookkeeper and adviser.
subsequently he made a full statement to the reporters 0£
One night there•was a wedding at the Forbes home, the
the morning papers who visited him that evening at his
contracting parties being Arthu~ Forbes and Mab~l Latihome.
·
mer, and so to their new-found happiness we leave them,
The result was that Wall Street had a big sensation to believing Mabel will never regret having married the Foxdigest next morning.
IEST Boy rn WALL STREET.
. tAt the examination 0£ ·the prisoners· at the Tombs, Ar: t'
.'
·,.!.:
thur furnished evidence enough to cause Mr. Jepson t~ be
THE ·END.
4held for the grand jury.
.
:.
• l"
'i ::.:
The ·broker's lawyei: produced the necessary bonds to secure his client'~ release, but Mr. Jepson did not return to
Wall Street.
Arthur Forbes did, however, but not to his. desk in Mr.
J epson's office.
He was done with that 'Place forever, .just as his dear
mother was forever relieved 0£ the CJ.'.llel neceasity of becoming the wiie of a man for whom she had entertained but
ordinary . r~spect, and certainly no love.
Arthur Forbes was the mo~t-talked-0£ boy in the Street
for many days thereafter.
He was spoken to by men who had never before thought
him wo;thy of their notice.
Before the end of the week he made an offer 0£ the- block
of .J.,000 shares 0£ 0. & G. stock, through his brokers, to
Mr. Finkelbaum.
IT c asked $80 a share £or it, and after some demur on
t1 ~ P bi~. broker's part the deal was closed at that figure.
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MESMERISM.

No. 81. H()W T.O l1ESM1il~IZE.~Co11tainlng the most ap·
p~oved methodS o! mesmerism i !\I.so how to cure all ~inds of
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof, Leo
Hugo Koch, A. C, S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.

·

PALMISTRY•

N<?. 72. aow TO DO SIXTY TRIOKS WITH CARDS.-Embtacing all of the latest a nd most deceptive card. trick,9, with il·
hatratio;ns. By A. Alldet'BOn.
,.., No•. ~7. HOW TO DO F ORTY TRICKS WITH QA.RDS.1Jontam 1 ~1! deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
and magicians. .Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrat~d.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTR}:.-Containing the most ap·
MAGIC.
proved metpods 9f readi~ the lines on the hand, together with
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The g~at book of magic and
a full explanation· of their meaning. Also 11xplaining phrenology, card tricks, Containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and the key for telling ch.11racter by the bumps on the head, BJ of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
Leo H ugo Koch, 4. C. S. Fully illustrated.
oui:: lea!ling m·ag1c1ans ; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
HYPNOTISM.
.
as it will
amuse and instruct.
No.~. HOW 'l'O HYPNOTIZEJ.~Containing valuable and in·
No . 22· OW TO DO S~COND SIGHT.-Hellei:-'s second sight
atructive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Aliso expla~ne\l b"._ his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
e;x:)llaining the m()j!t ap11roved methods which are employed by the the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
lea.lin"' hypn_otia•n of the wo.rid. By Leo Su.go K_o_ch, A.C.S.
boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
..
"""
au ~hentic explanat ion of second sight.
.
SPORTING.
No. 43. tiOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete gran~est asso~ent ?f magical illusions e ver placed before the
hunting and QshiJ;1g gµide eve!;' pupHshed. It coptains full in· public. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
structions jl.bout guns1 huntipg dog11, traps, trapping and lisping,
No. 6$. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRIOKS.-Containing over
toiretber with descriptions of game and fisb.
one hundred bighJy amusing au<l instructi ve tricks with chemicals.
. No. 26. ROW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BQAT.-Fullt By A. Anderson.. Handsomely illustrateJ.
illustrated. llJvery J>oy should know how to row a11.d. sllil a boat.
No. 69. BOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
Full instructio:D's al'e given in this 'little boo)t, toget}i~r with in· ~fty of the lat~st and be~t tricks used by magicians. Also contain·
structionlil on swimming and riding, coJX1panion sP.orti;i t6' boating,
mg the se~et of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
No., ~7. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DR~YE A HORSE.- . No., 70. BOW '.1'0 MA:KE MAGIC 'l'OYS.-Containing full
A complete treatise on the borse. Describing the most useful horses directwns for makmg. Magic Toys and devices of many kinds~ By
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. F11lly illustrated.
·
!1iseases pecaliar to the horse.
No. 73.. HOW: TO :£?0 TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD 4,ND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many curious tr1c-'!:s with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions foi: constl'ucting canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
and the most po1211lar manner of sailing tbem. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7_5. HO\"f TO ~EJOOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
By c. Stansfield Hi.cks.
·
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
,ORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. ?C?W TO DO THE BL.ACK A~T.-Oontaining a com·
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM A.NP DRljlAM BOOK.- plete description of the myster~s of Magic and Sleight of Hand
Containing the great oracle qf human destiny ; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson:
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illuatrated.
and curious games of cards, A complete b<>Qk.
MECHANIC
No. 23.. HOW TO EXPI;AIN P,REAM8.-Everyb¢y dreams,
AL.•
from the little child to the aged. man and woman. This Uttle book
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
gives the explanatio.n to all kinds of dreams, together with luc)cy . shoul~ ~now how inv~ntions originated. This book explains them
and unlucky days, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
.all, givi~g example~ in electricit'y, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FOR'l'UNES.-Everyone Is desirous of pneumatics, mechamcs, etc. The most ins tructive book published.
knowing what hia future ijfe will brin&' forth, whether ha12pitle11S or . No. 15~. HOW TO BEOOM~ AN ENGINEER.-Containing ful~
misery, wealth or poverty. ·You can tell by a glance at this little instructions how to proceed m order to become a Joco111otive en~
book. Buy one and be convi,nced. Tell your own fortune. Tell 'gineer; also directions for building a model locomotive; together
the fortune of your friend!!.
with a full description of everything. an engineer should know.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MU SICAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO TELt FORTUNES BY THE HAND.Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, direction11 how to mak~ a B!lnjo, Violin, Zither, .:Eolian H~rp. Xyl<>or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events phone and other musical mstruments; together witk a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc, Illustrated. By A. Anderson. scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. ·Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandma·s ter of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full in·
No. ~9 .. HOW TO MAKE A MAG~C J!AN'.l'ERN.-q<>ntaining
struction for the use of dumb bells, lndian club$, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its 'history and mvention.
horizontal bal'll and various other m~thods of \leveloping a g-ood, Also full directions for Its use and for painting s!ldes. Handsomely
healthy musc:le; containing over sixty illu_strations, ' Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
'
become strong and healt:hf by followbig the lil.ttructions contained
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containinr
in this little book.
·
complete instructions for performing over sixty .Mechanical Tricks.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-'.I'he art 9( self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
LETTER WRITING.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the differ·
ent ;positions of a good boxer. Eyery hoy $hould obtain one of
these useful and instructive books, aa it will teach Y.<>U how to box
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most com·
without an instructor.
·
· ·
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A • GYMNAST.-Con~ning full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. H OW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIE$.-Qiving
instructions for all kinds of gyinnutic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illu.s~tions. By ·. Professor W. Macdoll11ld. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
A handy and useful book.
·
·
a~so letters of introduct ion, notes and requests.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Contal-ning full in11tructlon for
fencing and the use of tire broadsword'; .also instruction in archery. Containing full dir~tions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illilsfratiOns, ·giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. ~ QOmplete boolt.
l>ook, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH .CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyN\>. 51 . .HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARI)S,.....eo;ntaining body you wish to writ~ to. Every young man and every young
explanations of the general princj;plee of sleigh,t-of·hand applicable lady in the land Should have this book.
·
to card tricks ; of card tricks with ordinary CIU'ds, and n9t requiring
No. 74, HOW TO WRITE LETTERS <':ORRECTLY.-Con·
sleight-of-hand; of tricks involving Sleight-of-hand, or' the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
111>4!Cially prepared cards. BE J?rofessor Baffner. Illustrated. · also rulet1 for punctuation and composition, with specimen lettel'S.
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THE STAGE. ·

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
mC?st famous en~ men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful httle book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER Contal!1ing a varied asso,rtn;ienf of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
ahd Irish. Also end men s Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse·
inent and amateur shows.
'
. No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
:A.ND JOKl!J B<?OK.:--Somethin~ new a?d very .instructive. Every
boy. s)lould ob tam this ~ook, as it con tams full mstructions for orgamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc: of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing com·
plete instructions how to make up for various charactel'.JI on the
stage; together with the du ties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a Jlrominent Stage Manager.
N!'· 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOK~ BOOK.-Containing the lat·
est Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages· handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fourteen illustrations, ,giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a]l the popular authors of );lrose and poetry, arranged in the most
simple and conclu mannet l)ossible.
No. 49. JtOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for copducting debates, outlmcs for debate~ questions for discussion and the bes•
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

.

.

SOCltTY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-'rhe arts and wiles of flirtation are
full;v:d .t1iPJJ+h~ed b;r th,i s litt)e bqok .. Besides the various methods of
ha,r:. kerchief,. fan, gloye, parasol, window. and hat flirtation, it con·
~a1tls a .full !Jst or the language and sentui:lent of flowers, which ii
10~erest1ng to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
wnhuut one.
No. 4. HOW TO bA.N'CEl is the title of a new and handsome
l~ttle .book just liuiued !>Y Frank ~ousey. It contains full instruc·
tlons ID the art of <lanc1ilg, etiqttette in the ball-room and A.t parties
how to dress, and full direetions for calling off in all popular squal"e
dances.
. No. 5. HOW T<;) MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love,
court~h.lp and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules aud etiquette
to be obserte<l, with many curious -and interestinr thinrs not grn·
erally known.
No. ti. f!:OW '.rO DR]'J)SS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of dresamg and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, malerial, and how to have them mil.de up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
an~ most valuable little books ever given to the world.
No. 16. HOW TO KEJEJP A WINDOW ' GARDEN.--Oontaining brightest
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
fl owers at home. · The most complete book of the kind ever pub·
lished.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing
full instructions for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird,
bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No.
39.
IIOW
TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
.
RAB"Brrs.-A
useful
and instructive book. Handsomely illus·
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
By Ira Drofraw.
.
everybody, boys, gi~·ls, men and women; it will teach you how 'to trated.
40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including binta
make almost auythmg around the house, such as parlor ornaments onNo.
liow
to
catch
ljloles,
weasels,
rats, squirrels and birds.
bracket1, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiouslyotter,
illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. now TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-'-~
Nd. ~6. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY,_..A: de- valuable
book, giving inst;ructions in collecting, preparing, mountin~
scription of the wonde rful uses of electricityJnd electro magnetism; and preserving_))irds,
animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No.
54.
HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PJ!lTS.-Giving coni·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty ii· plete informati6n
as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con· instructions for m11kinit
etc. Fully explained by twenty·eight
taining full directions for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, makmg 1t cages,
the most eoniplete book l)f the kind ever .
coils, drnamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. r>ublished.
By R. A.. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-C<lntaining a
MfSCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks
. No. 8. HOW TO BEl';Ol\1E A SCIENTIST.-'".!'. useful lild in:·
toiether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di•
,.··""' e
rections for: i:nakii;i.g fireworks, colored fires, and ras balloons. Thil
ENTERTAINMENT.
Nd. 9. HOW TO BE(/QaIE A VENTRl~.JOQ"QIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
Kennedy. The secret g1yen away. Every mtell1~ent boy reading
No, 1*.- HOW TO MAKE CANDY,_.A complete hi!.nd·bciok for
this book of instructionst by a practical prof~ssor (delighting multi- making .$11 kinds of candy, ice-crea1l_!..._ syrup~essences. etcu etc.
tudes every night with nis wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ' ·HOW '1'0 :RECOMEJ AN AUTHOR.-Containing full
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. , It is the il!.format i<Sd ·regarding choice of subjectg, the use of words and t he
greatest book c>ver published, and there's millions ( ol fun) in it.
tnannel' of preparing and stibn:iitti!lg manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN. E)VENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the rteatness, legibility and general comvery valuable little book just published. A c>omplete compendium p9sitioli of manuscrirtt, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recimtions, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the - NO; 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOOTOR.-A WOl1•
money than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and. practical Information in the
No. 35 . .FJ:O.W TO PLAY GAMES.--:\ complet_e and useful little treapnent o~ o.t;din~ry 'diseases Al!d ~ilment.s common to every
book, contmnmg the rules. and regulations of. 1i1Iliards, bagatelle, fanply. Abounding 1n ttl!eful and oell'echve recipes for general com·
badcgammon, croquet, donnnoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND OOINS.-Con•
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches tainint valuable information te$ar411nr; the collecting and arranging
and witty sayings.
_ of_ stamps and coins. Halld!omely ilh;rstratl!d.
Nb. 52. HOW TO PLAY OA.RDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETE~1'1VE.-By Old King Brady,
book, g-ivil!g the rules 11;nd k . "'irections for playing Euchre, Crib· the worl~·known detective: In which be lays dowQ some valuable
bage, Casmo1 Forty-Five, :a~~ ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules f6r beginners, an4 also relate• some adventures
Auction Pitcn,
.A.II Fours, and ii!1my other popular games of cards. and exReriences of well-known aetectit~s.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Contain ing over three hun·
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAJ;'HER.-Contain·
dred interesting _puz-zl~s and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful i!lfot'matlotl rer;ardlt\~ the ~amera an_d h<!w to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By .A. Anderson.
also bow to make Photographic Mtg1c Lantern Shdes and other
ETIQUETTE.
It,~~~~arencies. r:I!nde-emely illustrated. By Captain
De w.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUET'l'J!l-It
No. 62. HOW TO 1'1ECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
Is a great life Recret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full eXI'lanations _bow to gain admittance,
all about. There's happiness in it.
<'onrse of Study, Exailllnatiens, Duties, Staff of Oficers, Post
No. 33. HOW TO BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and eti(jnett~ Guard, Police l'tegnlationi, !'Ire De11u1rtme•t, ai'lo all a !toy should
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ,..,_ 1 !:now to be a Cadet. C~m11iled and written by Lu Senarens, author
:pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, o.7'-.'. of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
in the drawing-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete in·
strnctionil Of bow to ~ain admission to the Annajlolis Naval
.A.catlemt.
A.Is• ctntai111•r the course of lnstroctieit, tle!cription
DECLAMATION'
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. •f rrounds llna huiltih1p, historical sketch, anti eTerytbing a boy
-Containing the mest popular selei::tions in use-, comprising Dutel!. slteu.li
te lleceme iul olicer i• the U•itetl States Navy. Oonadialect, Fre•ch dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, tor;etlaer l!le4 anti wrjttE>n by Lu Sntrens, authOr of " lilow t• Become •
with many standard readinr:s.
·
West P•i•t Military Gdet."''
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WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY

A COMPLETE STORY. EVERY ·'WEEK ·
'
BY THE BEST AUTHORS
Price 5 Cents
·Price 5 Cents
~

. . - HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED COVERS . . .
. . . . 32=-PAOES.OP READING MATTER -.i
- - ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY . . .

Interesting Stories of

Adv~nture

in All Parts of the World
.

..- TAKE NOTICE! 'W
This handsome weekly contains intensely interesting stories of adventure on a great variety of
subjects. Each number is replete with rousing situations and lively incidents. The heroes are
bright, manly fellows, who overcome all obstacles bl sheer force of brains and grit and win wellmerited success. We have secured a staff of new authors, who write these stories in a manner
which will be a source of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each numbl'lr has a handsome eolored illustration made by the most expert artists. Larg~ sums of money are being spent to make
this one of the best weeklies ever published.
'
::

.....Here is a List .of Some of the Titles.••••
No. I Smashing the Auto Record; or, Bart Wilson at the Speed Lever. B'Y EDWARD N. Fox Issued Apr. 20th
" 2 Oft' the Ticker; or, Fate at a Moment's Notice. BY ToM DAwsoN • • • • • •
"
" 27th
" 3 From Cadet to Captain; or, Dick Danforth's West Point Nerve. BY LIEUT. J. J. BARRY " Mar 4th
" 4 The Get-There Boys; or, Making Things Hum in Honduras. BY FRED WARBURTON ' "
" 11th
" 5 Written in Cipher;, or, The Skein Jack Barry Unravelled. BY PROF. OLIVER OWENS
"
'' 18th
" 6 The No-Good Boys; or D~wning a Tough Name. BY A. HowARD DE WITT • • ••
" 25th
" · 7 Kicked oft' the Earth; or, Ted Trim's Hard Luck Cure. BY RoB Roy • • • • •
" June lat
8
Doing
It
Quick;
or,
Ike
Brown's
Hustle
at
Panama.
BY
CAPT.A.IN
HAWTHORN,
U.S.
N.
"
"
8th
"
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24 Union Square, Rew York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our libraries, and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
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le SECRET SERVICE, Nos....... -.'. ....••..................................••••••••••••••••
• • • •. " · " THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ...................................................... .,
"
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Fame and Fortune ·Weekly
STORIES ·OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-MADE MAN

Handsome Colored Covers

32 Pages of Reading Matter

PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY

A NEW ONE ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage of \
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this series
contains a good moral tone which makes "Fame a nd Fortune Weekly " a magazine for the home, although each number
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists. and
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the hews stands. Tell your friends about it.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.

A Lucky Deal ; or, The Cutest Boy in Wall Street.
Born to Good Luck; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
A Corner in Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick
A Gilme of Chance: .or, The Boy Who Won Out.
Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wall Street.
Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor in Green
River.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Record of a Self-Made
Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
10 A Copper Harvest; or, The Boys WhoWorked a Deserted
Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, The Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
12 A Diamond in the Rough; or, A Brave Boys Start in Life.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy in Wall Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downed.
15 A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Nest
16 A Good Thing; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune.
17 King of the Market; or, The Youngest Trader in Wall
Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Thousand.
19 A Rise in Life; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy in Wal! Street.
1
2
3
4
5
6

21 All to the Good; or, From .Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got There; or, The Pluckiest Boy of Them A••
23 BoUJld i:o Win; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing It Through; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator; or, the Young Sphinx of Wall StreE:i:.
26 The Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil; or, The Boy Who Made a Million.
28 A Golden Risk; o.-, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circui::.
30 Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island.
32 Adrift on the World; or, Working His Way to Fortune.
33 Playing to Win; or, The Foxiest Boy in Wal! Street34 Tatters; or, A Boy from the Slums.
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